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ABSTRACT

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF NUCLEAR REACTION

RATES IN THE RP-PROCESS

By

Alan Matthew Amthor

Proton rich nuclei 37Ca and 36K have been studied by single neutron removal

from a radioactive cocktail beam produced at the National Superconducting Cyclo-

tron Laboratory. The excited state structure of each nucleus near the proton threshold

was determined by in-flight gamma spectroscopy. The results of this work have re-

duced dramatically the uncertainty in the 35Ar(p,'y)36K and 36K(p,’y)37Ca reaction

rates, important at early times in the rp-process in Type-I X-ray bursts, and the

36K(p,7)37Ca rate has increased by up to 4 orders of magnitude for burst tempera-

tures. Under burst conditions these reaction rates are dominated by resonant capture

contributions from individual resonances because of the low level density just above

the proton threshold in the proton-rich compound nucleus. Therefore, precise struc—

ture measurements are required to reduce the orders of magnitude rate uncertainty

in these key reactions and thereby constrain X-ray burst models. The resulting level

scheme for 37Ca includes six previously unmeasured states and the implications for

burst observations and for A = 37, T = 3/2 isobaric mass quartets are discussed.

The first excited state in 36Ca was coincidentally observed, with improved precision

at 3045.0 (2.4) keV.

A comprehensive study of the dependence of simulated Type I X—ray bursts’

lightcurves on individual uncertain (p,'y) and (a,p) reaction rates along the rp-process

path has been performed. A two-step process was employed using a specially cali-

brated version of the single—zone burst model of Schatz et a1. [1] to identify sensitive

rates from the full set of rates involved. These were followed by multi-zone simula-



tions in the KEPLER burst code of entire sequences of bursts to consider observable

changes under steady state bursting conditions. Several rate sensitivities were iden-

tified in the single accretion model of solar metallicity material accreted at a rate of

1.75 x10‘9MQ per year, and the rate sensitivity of the calibrated single-zone burst

model shows great similarity to that of the multi-zone model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The universe is awash in nuclear matter, protons and neutrons bound in a delicate

interplay of electromagnetic and nuclear forces. The nucleus is a structure simple

in its conception, protons and neutrons interacting through a strong force, but of

daunting true complexity. The nucleus is a quantum many-body problem which has

evaded exact solution and is solved numerically by ab initio methods for only the

lightest isotopes. This is notwithstanding the careful study of the properties of over

(1300) test cases in the stable and unstable isotopes throughout the more than 50-

year history of the field of nuclear science. Although we now know that baryonic

matter, the category that includes atoms, comprises a comparably small fraction of

the total matter in the universe, it is this baryonic matter that is most easily directly

observed and most directly affects humanity. This is the stuff of the periodic table

and the material of which we ourselves are composed. How did this stuff come to

exist? What are the steps that led to the current state of the Universe, and how will

nuclear material further evolve in the future?

- In answering these questions, we quickly find that our understanding of the uni-



verse is closely connected to our understanding of atomic nuclei. The apparent fact

that the Big Bang produced mostly hydrogen, helium and a small amount of lithium

is well modeled by reactions involving the lightest elements [2]. The lifetimes and

energy output of stars can be well modeled by a series of nuclear burning processes,

first involving hydrogen, then helium, etc. up through iron [3]. However, much of

the universe is not understood quantitatively. In particular we lack accurate models

of explosive events such as supernovae (of all types), novae, and X— and gamma-ray

bursts. The explosive burning (the series of nuclear reactions) that takes place in these

environments is a challenge to model both because of the computational complexity

and because we lack a basic understanding of many of the nuclei involved.

The persisting uncertainties in nuclear structure that hamper our efforts to un-

derstand the workings of the universe could be answered by a comprehensive effort at

nuclear structure modeling. Theoretical models are used to predict nuclear masses,

half-lives, excitation structures and so on. Though these models are all based on

experimental data in one way or another, the further one goes from the valley of ,6

stability (where isotopes are energetically stable and do not decay by the weak in—

teraction) beyond experimental information, the longer the arm of the extrapolation

and consequently the larger the uncertainties in the predicted values. Our ability

to experimentally study ever more nuclear species, pushing towards and beyond the

bounds of particle stability, the drip lines (where additional neutrons or protons are

not bound in a nucleus and are spontaneously emitted), in an effort to constrain the-

oretical models, is continually expanding, but large gains come only at a punctuated

pace as new facilities become available or new techniques are pioneered.

Nuclear properties at or near the drip-lines are a necessary input to computa-

tional models of explosive burning scenarios. These uncertainties leave models of

such astrophysical processes more weakly constrained than current observations. For

example, several type I x—ray burst sources have been observed over long chains of

 



bursts to produce confidence intervals of the burst lightcurve with errors of better

than 2.5% [4], while lightcurves from burst models can shift by this amount or more

based on the current uncertainty of only a single proton capture reaction rate (see

e. g. Chapter 5). Thus to take full advantage of progress in observations and model-

ing of astrophysical events, we must make an effort to reduce the uncertainties in the

nuclear physics inputs.

1.2 Astrophysics

Just as astrophysics turns to nuclear physics in its quest to understand the heavens,

so too has nuclear physics turned to events of the greatest scale to test and improve its

understanding of the femto scale. All the elements of the universe, from the lightest to

the heaviest, found their birth in astrophysical realms, from the earliest moments of

big bang nucleosynthesis, whose ripples are seen in the cosmic microwave background,

to the cores of the great gravitational cauldrons of Population I stars and the luminous

supernovae—thought to be the site of the rapid neutron capture process responsible

for producing most of the heavy elements beyond iron—that we can observe today.

Not surprisingly, the better part of galactic chemical evolution takes place under

the most extreme physical conditions present in the universe. Consequently, these

astrophysical events offer a view of processes involving asymmetric nuclear matter

that we are decades or centuries away from successfully studying in the laboratory.

Observation of these systems together with well constrained multi-physics models

may yield insight on the nature of the nuclear force, just as the combination of a

well constrained solar model and careful observation led to the discovery of neutrino

oscillations.

Type I X-ray bursts are one such dramatic astrophysical event and are both the

motivation and partly the subject of this work. These explosive events occur in the



shallow surface layers (specifically referred to as the outer atmosphere [5]) of neutron

stars in binary systems where the neutron star accretes matter from it’s main sequence

companion. The neutron star itself is an object of immense interest to nuclear physics.

It represents a unique example of macroscopic nuclear matter—with internal densities

comparable to that of the atomic nucleus—driven to an extreme of isospin by electron

capture in the crust [6]. The exact nature of the interior is unknown, as is the precise

relation of the mass and radius (and consequently the surface gravity). More precise

determination of the neutron star structure would improve our understanding of the

nuclear matter equation of state.

Type I X-ray bursts, while fairly superficial, are affected by the surface gravity,

due to the effects of general relativity. Burst fluence oscillations on the millisecond

timescale from bursts on rapidly rotating neutron stars and photospheric radius ex-

pansion bursts, where the radiation pressure overcomes the surface gravity are two

other examples of connections between burst observations and neutron star struc—

ture. The current state of X-ray burst models is unfortunately not yet adequate to

use these observations to infer the neutron star’s properties. Work has just begun

on non-spherical models of neutron stars, that hope to use information from surface

oscillations to infer the neutron star’s properties, but to date all burst codes are

spherically symmetric.

Nearly all of the nuclear burning that drives these bursts takes place at extreme

conditions of temperature and density in regions of proton or helium excess, such that

the flow of nuclear material goes largely through extreme forms of nuclear matter not

observed on earth and difficult to access in experiments. The properties of these ra-

dioactive isotopes that determine the properties of Type I X-ray bursts—the burning

that takes place there, the isotopic abundances and energy produced, as well as the

observed luminosity—are largely unknown to nuclear science. This unknown nuclear

physics input also leaves the models insufficiently constrained to take full advantage



of ever improving burst observations to infer the neutron star structure.

In the experimental portion of this work we study one nuclear physics input,

the 36K(p,7)37Ca reaction rate, which previous burst model studies have shown to

be a possible waiting point due to the strong photodisintegration of the relatively

weakly bound nucleus 36K. The uncertainty is reduced by orders of magnitude by

measuring the excited state structure above the proton threshold. As will be discussed

further later, the proton capture reaction rates dominated by resonant capture depend

exponentially on the energies of these states, easily yielding rate uncertainties of four

orders of magnitude based on shell model calculated level uncertainties on the order

of 150 keV.

Experimental resources are limited however, so in a later chapter we study which

of the thousands of individual (pry) and (a,p) reaction rate uncertainties are most

critical in our efforts to constrain burst models. These two types of reactions are

not the only important nuclear physics uncertainties in burst models. Work is also

needed on the triple-a reaction rate, which provides the seed nuclei for the rp- and

ap—processes that power X-ray bursts, as well as fl-decay half-lives, inverse reaction

rates, etc.; though these are not the focus of this work.

Progress in reducing the nuclear physics uncertainties can enable just the type

of precision in modeling of Type I X-ray bursts and related crust processes that

is necessary to probe the physical properties of this macroscopic nuclear system, by

calibrating burst models and cooling models to observations. Large amounts of diverse

observational data are available, and the first steps in three dimensional modeling of

the burst layer have been taken. Still, nuclear physics experiments will be the final

key in opening the door to an era of precision neutron star modeling.



Chapter 2

The rp-Process in Type I X-Ray

Bursts

2. 1 Introduction

Type I X-ray Bursts are the most frequent thermonuclear explosions in the Universe.

They are generally periodic, short-duration x—ray pulses, lasting from 10—200 seconds,

with luminosities of the order of the Eddington luminosity (FEdd = 1.8x 1038 erg/s

for a typical neutron star with M = 1.4MG) and recurrence times typically from hours

to days [7—9]. The source of these pulses is unstable burning in the shallow surface

layers of accreting neutron stars [10,11]. As the accreted material is steadily burned

and continually subsumed in the neutron star ocean, for a certain range of mass

transfer rates [12], an unstable burning condition is reached at the base of the column

of accreted fuel [10]. This unstable burning then rapidly processes a large fraction of

the accreted nuclear material through the rp-process and/or the ap-process.

The nuclear burning in these rapid fusion processes involves a wide range of nu-

clear species from stable isotopes to the proton drip-line. The process is sensitive

to uncertain structure and reaction properties near and beyond the current frontier



of experimental knowledge. Identifying and reducing these uncertainties is key to

constraining models of nuclear structure and mass and thereby burst models so that

these may then be used as a framework to interpret the global bursting behavior, in-

cluding an absolute calibration of the burst luminosity, and subsequently to constrain

models of the deeper neutron star crust processes as well as the bulk properties of

the neutron star itself. The neutron star surface lies at an interface with macroscopic

nuclear matter and may be able to shed light on the nuclear matter equation of state.

Calibrating models to observations absolutely could allow the use of Type I bursts

as standard candles [13] or eventually provide information on the central density by

way of the redshift which is determined by the surface gravity. Some of the physical

parameters of the binary systems might be derivable from well constrained models,

providing a possible connection to theories of galactic evolution through the number

and nature of binaries.

It was only a few years after the initial discovery of X-ray bursts, and the first

structural understanding of their source, that the m-process was suggested as the

source of energy in these events [11]. Since then, considerable effort has gone to

developing an understanding of bursting systems’ behavior as a function of their

inferred astrophysical properties (neutron star mass and radius, accretion rate M,

accreted composition, and the thermal structure of the crust). The current status of

this work will be discussed further in the following sections.

Work toward a consistent theoretical understanding of X—ray bursts is carried out

largely through the development of computer models; though some properties can

still be explored analytically (see e.g. [14]). The physical system being studied in-

volves a large expanse of phase space, isotopes from a large fraction of the full nuclear

landscape, with highly variable abundances each strongly coupled to the current and

past thermodynamic properties of the neutron star ocean, thermodynamic proper-

ties which themselves often vary on extremely short time and length scales. Because



of this, current computational resources require some significant reduction of this

full space by way of some simplifying assumptions. Thus all current simulations are

limited in some way, making it impossible to consider all of the system properties si-

multaneously. For example, all nuclear burning burst model calculations to date have

assumed spherical symmetry, even though observed ms—oscillations of burst fluence

argue for spherical asymmetry. Work has just recently begun on higher dimensional

effects on the neutron star surface, e. g. compressional surface modes. The remaining

one spacial dimension is also neglected in the case of single-zone models, which include

no radial variation of system properties. While these can be run much more quickly,

they cannot properly treat radiation transport to the surface or include the effects

of compositional inertia. Constant temperature models are sometimes used and can

offer reasonable approximations of nuclear reaction flows in steady state rp—process

burning or at certain times during the burst rp—process [15].

The multi-zone KEPLER model [16] includes a full nuclear reaction network cou-

pled to a multi-zone hydrodynamics code and is thus quite computation-intensive,

requiring several CPU hours to simulate a single burst, while simpler models may be

run in a matter of CPU seconds. This restricts the number of parameter variations

that may be considered and suggests the use of simpler models for broader studies of

accretion models or input uncertainties.

The ultimate goal of burst models is to reliably reproduce astrophysical obser-

vations of sites that may be considered macroscopic nuclear physics laboratories.

Precision x-ray observatories have to date recorded a great variety of type I burst-

ing behavior, which is just now starting to be compared directly to the results of

multi-zone burst models [17]. The success of continuing efforts to constrain the as—

trophysical properties of these sources and their utility in gaining insight into related

questions in nuclear physics, astrophysics, and cosmology depends on constraining

the most critical uncertainties in the nuclear physics inputs.



Many of the nuclear reaction rates and nuclear structure properties used in X-

ray burst models have not been experimentally determined but are rather estimated

within various theoretical frameworks. These uncertainties limit our ability to con-

strain model dependent deficiencies. fi-decay lifetimes and (p,'y) and (a,p) reaction

rates for individual nuclides along the reaction pathway can strongly influence the

energy generation, dominant reaction pathway, and final nucleosynthesis of the entire

process. Because of broad and continuing progress in experimental methods with

radioactive ion beams, many previously estimated quantities of interest can now be

measured directly.

Considering reaction rates in particular, the large number of uncertain rates along

the rp- and ap—process paths require that experimental studies focus on those most

critical in the burst process (i.e., those whose variation within their uncertainty leads

to the greatest change in observable burst properties). In this work, the single-zone

model of Schatz et a1. [15] was used with 1697 individual proton capture rate variations

to identify those with the greatest impact on the burst lightcurve. These were then

considered in the multi-zone KEPLER X—ray burst model. This sensitivity study is

discussed further in Chapter 5. The experimental study to be discussed in Chapter 3

was motivated by previous burst model studies.

2.2 Theory

The progress of a standard Type I X—ray burst event may be summarized in a few

steps. During the stable burning phase prior to burst ignition, material is continuously

building on the surface of the neutron star according to the total mass accretion rate,

M. The non—burst luminosity is determined almost entirely by M and the surface

gravity of the neutron star, even though nuclear reactions are certainly generating

energy during this phase, since the amount of gravitational energy released is much



larger (GMNSmp/rNS z 200 MeV/nucleon) than the maximum of nuclear binding.

The amount that nuclear reactions will actually contribute to the off-burst fluence

depends largely on the metallicity—more specifically the isotopic abundances—of the

accreted material, the energy lost to neutrinos, and the endpoint of the reaction

network. For a solar abundance distribution burned to heavy elements, the total

energy released by nuclear reactions is about 5 MeV/nucleon.

The accretion metallicity and the temperature at the base of the accreted fuel

column will determine the dominant method of stable nuclear burning, whether by

the triple-a reaction or through the standard or fi-limited CNO cycle. As the depth

of the hydrogen or helium burning column increases (measured in g/cm2 from the

neutron star surface) the temperature and density at the base continually increases.

The thin burning shells cannot cool by either expansion or by electrons due to their

degeneracy. This creates a situation wherein the temperature sensitivity of the rate

of cooling becomes substantially less than the temperature sensitivity of the exoergic

nuclear reaction processes [18]. This is the “thin-shell” burning instability [10] that

precipitates thermonuclear runaway in the neutron star atmosphere [5]. The energy

not removed from the burning zone will increase the local temperature, thus further

increasing the rate of energy generation beyond the local cooling in a feedback loop

until the system has time to cool by expansion or fuel is exhausted. This is the

process that ignites the burst. For a short time the luminosity of the neutron star will

increase dramatically as large fractions of the previously accumulated light elements

are converted to heavier elements through rapid unstable H and/or He burning.

Given the variability in x-ray bursts from system to system, it is important to

consider what system parameters determine the observed characteristics and through

what processes. Qualities to consider include the total accretion rate in the binary

system (M), the specific accretion rate (m = M/Areaacc), the ratio of total persistent

flux to total burst flux from the neutron star surface (0: = Ep/Eb), the neutron star

10



mass and radius, the light curve, the burst duration, the recurrence time, and the

burst regularity.

2.2.1 Burst Scenarios

There is some variety in x—ray bursts depending on the astrophysical parameters of

the system. The total mass accretion rate, M is related to the persistent luminosity

(measured far from a burst event) through the gravitational energy release, GMM/R.

For an archetypal neutron star with M m 1.4MQ and R z 10km, the energy release

per accreted nucleon is GMmp/R z 200MeV. M, together with the composition

of the accreted material, also sets the amount of nuclear energy available through

exoergic reaction processes. oz is defined as the ratio of the persistent flux to burst

flux. In an approximation assuming constant gravitational energy release during a

burst and neglecting the nuclear energy release far from the burst event, the quantity

or gives the proportion of gravitational energy release to nuclear energy release. The

value of a inferred from observations is consistent with the approximate ratio of

accretion to nuclear energy generation expected from the above basic considerations.

For shorter recurrence times and higher accretion rates, the bulk of nuclear burning

takes place during the bursts and a is a measure of the metallicity of the accreted

material. In the case with a z 40 the accreted material must be predominantly

hydrogen (e.g. a solar composition), while much larger mass fractions of He in accreted

matter will lead to larger values of a (for pure He, a a: 120), since the material already

has binding energy which is a significant fraction of the maximum nuclear binding

energy per nucleon. Observations of systems with higher a values are consistent with

more He dominated bursts, which are generally of shorter duration (10—40 seconds).

For systems where significant fractions of the nuclear fuel are burned outside of burst

events, as is the case for longer recurrence times and lower accretion rates, higher a

values will result for any given accretion metallicity.

11



The global accretion rate determines the off-burst temperature and density evolu-

tion in the burning shell of the neutron star, by setting the rate of increase of column

depth. In the same way M also determines the amount of time necessary for a critical

density and temperature condition to be reached near the column’s base, which pre-

cipitates the burst. This relationship is not as simple as might be assumed. In fact,

the method of ignition and the very presence of bursts depend on M [12,18]. It may

be helpful to delineate a few broad categories of bursts by their ignition condition.

For a given metallicity of accreted material, the bursts will be characterized by the

global accretion rate. For ZCNO z 0.01 the three regimes, based on simple analytical

models, are as follows [8].

e For M S 2 x 10—10MQ yr‘l, the temperature T < 8 x 107 K in the accreted

layer is such that the CNO cycle hydrogen burning rate is still temperature

sensitive, and the burst ignition will be by unstable hydrogen burning.

e For M Z 2 x 10—10MQ yr"1, the temperature T > 8 X 107 K in the accreted

layer is high enough that hydrogen burning is proceeding by the ,6-limited CNO

cycle. That is to say that at this temperature the burning rate becomes in-

sensitive to temperature, because the fl-decays in the cycle, 14O(,8+1/)14N and

15O(fl+u)15N, proceed much slower than the proton capture reactions. In this

case the burst will be initiated by unstable He burning, which involves no weak

interactions and has high temperature sensitivity. The nature of the burst in

this range of M depends on whether the recurrence time is greater or less than

the lifetime of hydrogen in the ignition layer. The reaction chain of the burst

begins with breakout from the CNO cycle through a-capture reactions, either

1‘l‘O(oz,p)17F or 15O(oz,'7)19Ne. If the recurrence time, tree, is longer than the

time required to burn the hydrogen through the stable fl-limited CNO cycle,

TH, then the burst will involve pure He shell ignition. This would typically

occur for accretion rates 2 x 10—10MQ yr‘1 3 M S, 4.4 x 10—10MQ yr“1.
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e For M ,2 4.4 X 10—10MQ yr‘l, generally trec < TH and the He triggered

burst will result in runaway hydrogen and helium burning reactions through

the rp-process.

The final category of mixed H and He bursts are the type considered in the model

calculations in the sensitivity study that is discussed in Chapter 5. For much higher

accretion rates near the Eddington mass accretion rate (MEdd z 2 x IO—BMG yr’l),

stable hydrogen and helium burning will replace bursting behavior altogether [7].

Here it is important to note a distinction between M, which determines the persis-

tent luminosity, and m=M/Am which determines the burning conditions in a given

column of accreted fuel. This distinction is nontrivial, since it is very likely that

angular momentum conservation on the sometimes rapidly rotating neutron star or

strong magnetic fields would prevent the accreted matter from assuming a radially

symmetric distribution and instead cause build up at the equator or the poles. In this

case, the two boundary values for M, which define the three qualitatively different

bursting regimes listed above, may be converted to specific accretion rates at roughly

2 2 —1_
m = 900 g cm" s‘1 and m = 2000 g cm‘ 3

2.2.2 rp-process Path

The rp-process, using the CNO isotopes produced through the 30: reaction as seed

nuclei, consists of a series of proton captures and fl-decays on unstable, neutron-

deficient nuclei, following particularly close to the proton drip-line below mass 40.

The specific path at any given point in time depends on the temperature and density

in the burning zone [11,19].

For temperatures above 5 x108 K, the fl-limited CNO cycle branches into a bi-cycle

with a portion of the flow going through 1‘1‘O(a,p)17F(p, 7)18Ne(fl+u) 18F(p, (1)150.

This has the dual effect of shortening the time for one cycle and increasing the pro-

portion of ZCNO contained in 150. Another change at T m 0.5 x 109 K, which
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Figure 2.1: The rp-process begins with a fractional leakage from the CNO nuclei

through a-capture. Dominant pathways of the combined rp- and ap-process are

shown. Note the various possible bottlenecks and the bridging of certain fi-decay

paths by alternate ((1,1)) reactions.

is enhanced by this increased concentration, is the start of leakage out of the cycle

through the 150(a,7)19Ne reaction. If T remains near the production threshold

(T SJ 0.5 x 109 K) the 19Ne tends to return to the CNO cycle through sequences

of (p, 7) and (p, a) reactions and B—decays. At higher temperatures and densities for

which the proton capture rate on 19Ne is greater than the competing beta decay

pXHA(p,7)(19Ne) > Ae+(19Ne), (2.1)
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the 19Ne is more likely to form 20Na, which will not return to the CNO cycle. As the

temperature increases further, (a,p) rates become increasingly dominant over slower

fl+—decay rates. This begins with the destruction of 18Ne, a fi+-decay waiting point

in the CNO bi—cycle, through 18Ne(o:, p)21Na. For the rp-process this is the primary

means of destruction of CNO nuclei and also the primary method of continuous

feeding of the network during the burst (see Figure 2.1), since the reaction path

ending with 18Ne(oz,p) contains no ,B-decays. Initial abundances of 160, or 16O

previously removed from the CNO cycle, will also contribute to the rp-process after

the burst, joining through 160(1), 7)17F(p,7)18Ne with 18Ne continuing as before.

For T S, 0.4 GK and p 3 1x 106 g/cm3 (the typical density for rp-process burning

in Type I bursts) the rate of the m—process is still limited by the a-capture rates on

oxygen that leak material from the hot CNO cycle. Beyond this point the ,B-decay

rates become the rate limiting factor, and the rp—process rate becomes temporarily

insensitive to increasing temperature. The 3a reaction continues to generate energy

and feed material into the reaction network. As temperature continues to increase,

(a, p) reaction times decrease to match those for certain slow fl+-decays with which

they compete for reaction flow, eventually becoming the dominant method of flow for

an increasing span of the network through lower Z isotopes. Notable boundaries of

(a, p), fl+-decay competition are shown in Figure 2.2 for 22Mg(az, p) and 26S(a, p), as

well as 18Ne(oz, p), which greatly enhances leakage from the hot CNO cycle. At these

points increased temperature will once again increase the reaction rate through the

(a,p) reaction channels. Integrated reaction flow through lighter elements (Z ,S 20,

but depending on H mass fraction) over the course of the entire burst will generally

be dominated by flow through (a, p) reactions (cf. Figure 2.1).

There is appreciable reaction cycling, not only through the hot CNO cycle, but also

through additional (p, a) reactions at various points competing with proton capture

reactions [19]. The ever-changing, finite temperature of the environment also slows
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Figure 2.2: For a composition of XH = 0.70 and XHe 2 0.28: curve (a) conditions

give a-capture on 15O at a rate comparable to the cycling rate of the hot CNO cycle;

curve (b) conditions give 19Ne(p,'y) at a rate comparable to the competing ,B—decay;

curve (0) gives the point beyond which the rp—process rate is limited more by decay

lifetimes than by the 150(1):,7) reaction rate; curve {(1) conditions give four times

the flow through 188,Ne(a p) as through the competing fi—decay; curve (6) conditions

give over four times the rate for 22Mg(a, p) as for a typical rp—process weak decay;

and similarly curve (f) gives over four times the rate for 26S(oz, p) as for a typical

rp-process weak decay [11].

the rp-process through (7, p) reactions [15]. These photodisintegration reaction rates

can be determined from the proton capture reaction rates using the detailed balance

principle,

kT 3/2 Q

MW” =(2JP +1) (5,7,2) exp (—%) '(‘mlflmw (22)

(here neglecting thermally populated excited states which will result in a scaling of

the values). Note the exponential dependence on the reaction Q-value—equal to

the proton separation energy of the compound nucleus in the case of capture on
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a target nucleus in its ground state—which decreases with increasing proximity to

the proton drip line. Strong photodisintegration leads to a very low equilibrium

concentration of the product of a proton capture reaction, and thereby inhibits the

reaction flow through that path in the network. If there are no faster alternative

reaction pathways for the flow through the larger network, then the nuclide just before

a strongly inhibited proton capture reaction is considered a waiting point nucleus. One

example of a waiting point is 3‘I‘Ar, where 35K has Sp z 78 keV. In this case 34‘Ar(a, p)

contributes substantially to the total reaction flow, notwithstanding a much higher

coulomb barrier. Another key waiting point nucleus is 56Ni, where 57Cu has Sp =

695keV. Here again the reaction flow is hindered by strong photodisintegration,

though at higher temperatures [19].

How far the rp-process nucleosynthesis will proceed in any given event will depend

primarily on the supply of hydrogen in the burning zone at burst ignition. Assum-

ing an adequate supply of hydrogen and slow cooling, the terminus of the rp-process

in x—ray burst scenarios will be in a closed reaction cycle through Sn, Sb, and Te

isotopes [1]. The reaction flow progresses through Sn isotopes of increasing N un-

til it reaches a point where the Sb isotope formed by proton capture is sufficiently

proton-bound to resist photodisintegration, generally at 1063b but some also pro-

ceeds through 107Sb. These capture a further proton to form 107Te and 108Te both

of which decay by a—emission.

2.2.3 Relevance of Nuclear Structure

An understanding of the structure of the nuclei involved in these reactions and the

systematics of the reaction processes is necessary to construct realistic models of these

explosive events. In particular we require the reaction rates for capture and transfer

reactions and photodisintegration as well as fi-decay rates for neutron-deficient nu-

clides. Direct measurements of the reaction rates are difficult due to low production
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rates for most neutron deficient radioactive nuclear beams and low reaction yields.

Even for the extreme temperatures present during rp-process burning, the peak of the

Gamow-window for direct-capture is well below the energies of the Coulomb barrier.

One direct measurement of a resonant proton capture rate was performed at TRI-

UMF using a high intensity beam of 21Na (:3 109/3) on a hydrogen target with

Ecm z 214 keV. The yield, given in [20], was 5.76 x 10—12 per incident 21Na, this

for a resonant reaction. Larger Coulomb barriers for higher Z, lower production rates

for shorter lived isotopes or refractory elements and the often considerable uncer-

tainty of the location of the resonance to be measured all offer some explanation

why direct measurements like this are not more common for rp-process nuclei. This

measurement was of a single resonance, while even systems with low level-density will

generally have 2—3 levels near the proton capture threshold that dominate the proton

capture rate at some point over the range of burst temperatures (between 0.1 and 1.5

GK).

Statistical models and nuclear structure information, the latter both from exper-

iment and from theoretical model calculations (e.g. shell model calculations), can be

used to indirectly obtain reaction rates more easily for a greater variety of nuclides.

Statistical model calculations are useful for capture to zones of relatively high level

density. This condition is usually satisfied when the compound nucleus has a large

proton separation energy, since level density increases with excitation energy. The

proton separation energy naturally decreases with increasing proximity to the drip-

lines. One such statistical model which is widely used is that of Hauser-Feshbach.

For lower level densities (see Figure 2.3), statistical approaches remain valid only for

very high temperatures, while at lower temperatures the direct-capture contribution

and the effect of individual energy levels become significant. In these cases, a knowl-

edge of the structure of individual nuclear excited states can be used to calculate the

reaction rate for various burning conditions based on a combination of direct-capture
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rates and individual resonant capture contributions. Through these same relations,

uncertainties in nuclear structure (e.g. the excitation energy of a nuclear state) can

be translated into uncertainties in the reaction rate. This will be further discussed in

Section 5.2.

In all comprehensive rp-process considerations it will be necessary to use infor-

mation from theoretical model calculations at some point due to the lack of complete

experimental knowledge of the wide range of nuclear structures involved. Experimen-

tal information is particularly lacking for neutron-deficient nuclei with A > 64, where

the masses and lifetimes of many rp-process isotopes are unknown. Large reaction

rate uncertainties persist for many lower Z nuclei, especially those dominated by res-

onant capture when the uncertainties present in theoretically calculated resonance

energies are significant [15,21]. There is agreement on average within a factor of 2—3

between statistical model calculated cross sections and experiment for high tempera—

tures, T 2 3 x 109K, or for nuclei not in close proximity to the drip lines. Agreement

remains fairly good for proton capture at lower temperatures, T = 3 x 108K with

N 2 Z. For nuclei with N < Z, low proton thresholds lead to low level densities in

the Gamow window and orders of magnitude disagreement between Hauser-Feshbach

and experimentally determined reaction rates. For a further discussion of statistical

model calculations see [15,22].

For low level density systems, which are particularly important at early times in

the rp-process, unmeasured rates can be calculated based on nuclear structure infor-

mation. These rates may be dominated by direct capture or resonant contributions.

Direct capture rates can be calculated from extrapolated S-factors, and resonant cap—

ture rates are calculated based on the properties of the resonance states, with an

exponential dependence on the resonance energy. Resonance energies are determined

by the excitation energy of the resonance and the Q-value, which is the proton sepa-

ration energy in the case of (pa) reactions. Thus the resonant capture rate depends
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Figure 2.3: The necessary temperature is given for proton capture to provide ex-

citation to an area of sufficient level density to make statistical model calculations

valid [22]. For nuclei in the three highest temperature categories, statistical model

calculations for proton capture rates should be avoided during rp—Process burning in

type I x-ray bursts.
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Figure 2.4: (Excerpted from [16], including internal references) Nuclear mass excesses

taken from different data sources in the region of interest for the rp—process. A dark

line shows the location of nuclei with Z = N. Red triangles indicate nuclei with

experimentally determined mass excesses (Audi & Wapstra 1995). Nuclei with black

circles surrounding a symbol indicate that an extrapolated or interpolated mass is

available from Audi & Wapstra. For those circles enclosing a red triangle, these

estimated values were used. Green squares, circled or not, show where data from

Brown et al. (2002) and Brown (2002) was used. These add a calculated displacement

energy to the Audi-Wapstra masses for N 2 Z to obtain the masses of mirror nuclei

with Z > N. For a subset of these (black squares inside green squares) from Brown et

a1. (2002), the errors in the calculated displacement energies are x 100 keV. The solid

green squares which cover a wider region are from Brown (2002) and have a larger

error of several hundred keV in the calculated displacement energy due to the wider

extrapolation and the possible effects of deformation in the A = 80 mass region. In

the region of N = Z from A 2 76—100, the error in the mass excess is dominated by

the error in the Audi & Wapstra extrapolations, which are on the order of 0.5MeV.

Finally, blue circles indicate mass excess data taken from Mbller et a1. (1995). These

were used wherever shown, (circled or uncircled).
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both on the uncertainty of the excited state structure and the nuclear masses. Near

the valley of fl—stability, or at least close to constraints from experimental measure-

ments, the various mass models generally have theoretical errors of less than 100 keV.

Figure 2.4 shows the source of nuclear masses used in the multi-zone code KEPLER

that will be used in the sensitivity study in this work and gives a general idea of the

range of uncertainties across the full rp—process path.

The excited state structure of low-Z neutron deficient nuclei which have not been

experimentally determined are often calculated using a shell model code. Mirror

nuclei, those isotopes across the N = Z line on the nuclear chart with the numbers

of protons and neutrons reversed, can be used for a rough determination of structure

information where shell model calculations are not yet available, since the excited

state energies, angular momenta, and parities depend only weakly on coulomb effects

(as in [23]). Mirror states may also be used to inform and improve shell model

calculations. This is particularly useful along the lower end of the rp-process where

the mirrors are closer to stability and are frequently very well known. The effect of the

coulomb force in shifting nuclear states may be calculated to infer excitation energies

or mass excesses (e.g. [24]). The Isobaric Mass Multiplet Equation (see Section 4.1.2)

can be used to estimate mass excesses of ground or excited states based on the isobaric

analog states in neighboring isobars, assuming isospin symmetry and therefore that

the coulomb potential has a quadratic form [25].

Reaction Rate Calculation

Following Fisker in [21], we now consider the determination of the reaction rate based

on nuclear structure information. For charged particle reactions, the specific reaction

rate is given by

_ 8 1 00 E mnezzlzz
(0U) —-— fiW/O S(E) exp (—fi — hE1/2 ) dE, (2.3)
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where E is the center-of—mass energy and Ii is the reduced mass.

The nuclear physics is contained in the cross section a, as defined in Equation 2.2.3

within the astrophysical S-factor

S(E) = 0(E)Ee27m(E), (2.4)

where the Sommerfeld parameter is given by

82

ma=gaafig. (fl)

The cross section is divided into two parts corresponding to direct-capture (to

states below the proton separation energy in the compound nucleus) and resonant

contributions (from states a finite distance above Sp, or in some cases broad sub—

threshold resonances), o = Z ores + UdC' The resonant capture cross section due to

a single resonance is given by the Breit-Wigner formula,

_ M2 2.1,. +1 rpr,

_ ZpE 2(2JT + 1) (E _ E192 + (172)2’
 

0r(E) (2.6)

here given specifically for radiative proton capture on a target nucleus with spin JT

to a resonance at energy Er and with angular momentum Jr. Rigorously speaking,

the widths PP and F7 are functions of energy, and the Breit—Wigner formula must

be folded with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and integrated over the relevant

energy range to calculate the rate. For most practical purposes however, narrow res-

onances may be approximated as 6—functions with a particular constant value taken

from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution to allow analytical integration for the re-

action rate due to the single resonance [26],

3/2

(ov)r = (51%,) hzw'y- exp (—%;) , (2.7)
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where an, the resonance strength, is given by

w _ 2Jr+1Fp-I‘7

7_2(2JT+1) r ’

 (2.8)

and I‘ is the sum of all the partial decay widths at the resonance energy. The influence

of tails of higher energy broad resonances also can be significant, but in practice these

are often included in the direct-capture portion of the S-factor.

The 'y-width is determined by summing the partial 7-widths for decay from the

resonant state to all lower states which lead eventually to the ground state. These

widths depend strongly on the transition multipolarity and type (electric or mag-

netic), and therefore a determination of the excited states’ angular momentum and

parity is important in addition to an accurate knowledge of the excitation energy of

the resonance state itself from which the resonance energy is determined (E1- = Eex

- Sp). The proton width may be expanded as a product of the spectroscopic factor

and the single particle width,

I‘p(E,~) = C2sprsp(E,.). (2.9)

So to find the capture rates to systems with low level densities without direct mea-

surement, it is necessary to know the excited state spectrum of the compound nucleus,

the proton spectroscopic factors of the states, and the transition probabilities between

them, as well as a reasonable estimation of the direct-capture cross-section. Which

excited states will be involved in direct-capture, which will contribute to resonant pro-

cesses, and the resonance energies of the super-threshold excited states will depend on

the proton threshold, Sp. Sp comes from the mass difference between the target and

compound nucleus. To take full advantage of the precision measurements of excited

state energies such as those discussed in this work necessitates mass determinations

with precision better than 1 part in 107. Also, the fi-decay and electron-capture
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lifetimes of these nuclei must be known to determine the reaction flow.
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Chapter 3

Neutron Removal Experiment

3. 1 Overview

Fortunately, much of the nuclear structure information needed for a more complete

theoretical understanding of type I X-ray bursts can be obtained by experiment. As

mentioned previously, direct measurements of resonant reaction rates in the Gamow

window have been made on at least a few occasions (e.g. [20]), but even if a direct

measurement is feasible, determination of the resonance parameters is sufficient to

define the rate. Thus the effort required for a direct measurement is rarely warranted.

A relatively new method recently introduced by Clement et. al. [23,27] uses neu-

tron removal reactions with radioactive beams, whether by knockout or (p, d), to de-

termine resonance properties (most importantly the excitation energy of the state) by

detecting the 'y-rays emitted from both sub-threshold and proton-unbound states in a

nucleus A_1X, populated after the neutron-deficient nucleus AX undergoes neutron

removal. More experiments of this type have now been successfully completed and

are proposed for the future at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory

(NSCL) among other laboratories.

The NSCL is one of the leading facilities in the world for the production of rare-
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isotope beams. The beams are produced by in-fiight fragmentation of stable beams

at medium energies, such that the produced fragments have a high degree of forward

focusing [28]. These fragments are then separated by the A1900 Spectrometer [29].

The A1900 consists of four dipoles and eight focusing quadrupole triplets (some in-

cluding higher order multipole elements) which are capable of focusing and passing

to experiments nearly all of a 5% momentum spread of fragments produced in the

fragmentation target. Similar to other momentum-loss achromats, the A1900 sep-

arates fragments first by magnetic rigidity (XB = Bp = p/q, where B is magnetic

field, p is bend radius, p is momentum and q is charge) then by momentum loss in a

degrader located at a dispersive image in the middle of the system. It can be tuned

to selectively pass any width up to it’s maximum acceptance of these two parameters

by cutting Bp at the system’s center and cutting momentum-loss at its final focal

plane.

From the fragment separator the in-fiight separated rare-isotope beam is trans-

ferred to a reaction target at the target position of the S800 spectrograph [30]. The

reaction target, chosen for large neutron removal cross-section, is surrounded by the

highly-segmented germanium array SeGA [31]. As the nucleus AX undergoes neutron

removal in the reaction target, it will selectively populate various levels in the new

nuclear system A“1X. These levels typically decay on the femtosecond time-scale,

well before the reaction product has left the target box. The decay ’y—rays are then

detected in SeGA and DOppler corrected based on their detection angle to determine

the de—excitation energy to which they correspond in the nucleus A_1X, preserving

fine energy resolution.

The recoil nucleus A‘lX proceeds out of the target box and is detected in the

focal plane of the 8800 Spectrograph, which is capable of energy resolution better

than 1 part in 104. The detectors in the 8800 focal plane allow the recoils to be

identified with little uncertainty (see section 3.2.2), allowing the recoil to serve as
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a trigger for the data acquisition system to selectively record de—excitation 7-rays

correlated with specific recoil nuclei.

Once the data is collected, the de—excitation energies evident in the spectrum of

the particular recoil nucleus being studied are assembled into a coherent excitation

energy level scheme. Multiple coincident y-rays (see Section 3.3.2) from a single recoil

result from cascades and are used to place energy levels relative to each other as well as

placing constraints on excited states’ relative J7r values. The nuclei in this study are

mirrors of well-studied neutron-rich isospin partners. Given the high degree of isospin

symmetry, information from the excited state energies and decay branching ratios of

the mirror nucleus can be used, together with theoretical shell model calculations,

when drawing final conclusions as to the level structure. The first such experiment

was a study of excited states in 33Ar which successfully measured excitation energies

with errors on the order of keV and reduced the uncertainty in the 3207(1), 7)33Ar

reaction rate by three orders of magnitude [23].

Production rates of proton-rich nuclei decrease quickly toward the proton drip

line. This is because projectile fragmentation is fundamentally a statistical process

of nucleon removal, a process which must start with a stable or very long lived pri-

mary beam. This was the motivation behind the development of the neutron removal

technique for studying proton rich nuclei. It takes advantage of the larger produc-

tion cross-section for fragments with one neutron more than the isotope of interest,

then produces the species to be studied in a subsequent reaction. In this case, a

polypropylene target will produce the species of interest both through (p,d) and

through knockout on the C atoms. The other reaction channels populated, many

of which produce previously studied nuclides, can be used to fix the position of the

SeGA detectors relative to the reaction target.

The isotopes of interest in this study were 37Ca and 36K. A fragment beam of

38Ca can be produced with a relatively high beam current from a primary beam of
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40Ca, since it only requires the removal of two neutrons from the beam. The angle of

the momentum loss selection cut for this energy is such that the separator will select

an isotonic series, so both 37Ca and 36K will be well populated in a single separator

setting.

3.2 Experimental Setup

This experiment was performed at the coupled-cyclotron facility at the National Su—

perconducting Cyclotron Laboratory. The primary beam was accelerated in the cou-

pled K500 and K1200 cyclotrons, fragmented and separated in the A1900 fragment

separator and passed through the transfer line to the S800 spectrometer in the SB

experimental vault. The isotopes to be studied were produced by reactions of the frag-

ment beam in a target at the S800 pivot, surrounded by the Segmented Germanium

Array (SeGA). The incoming fragment and the product of each reaction were identi-

fied unambiguously by a combination of time-of-flight with measurements in the focal

plane detectors of the S800. Coincident detection of 7-rays in SeGA allowed decay

7-ray spectroscopy of short lived nuclear excitations of each recoil isotope. Particular

details of this process will be discussed in the following pages.

3.2.1 Fragment Production and Identification

A primary beam of 40Ca20+ at 140 MeV/nucleon was produced in the coupled-

cyclotrons and struck a 580 mg/cm2 9Be foil at the target position of the A1900

fragment separator. The wide range of products from the production target were

filtered first in the first half of the A1900 selecting a particular magnetic rigidity, which

corresponds to a particular ratio of mass to charge, with a 0.5 % momentum width

(dp/p) at the central dispersive image—Image 2—of the A1900. The close proximity

of the primary beam to the fragment beam necessitated the use of a beam blocker at
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the exit of the first dipole. This reduced the acceptance of the fragment of interest by

some 10 % as observed at the focal plane of the spectrometer. Further separation was

accomplished in the second half of the A1900 after momentum loss in a 238 mg/cm2

achromatic Al degrader placed at Image 2. This separated the remaining products

according to momentum loss, allowing a series of isotones through an 8 mm gap in

the A1900 focal plane slits. All products were fully stripped nuclei. The dominant

constituents in the cocktail beam at this point in the system were 38Ca (61%), 37K

(28%), 36Ar (10%), and 35Cl (1%), which together made up approximately 97.5% of

the total beam when measured at the extended focal plane of the A1900. The full

cocktail was transported to the SB vault with 98% transmission to the S800 object,

measured by comparing rates on the CVD diamond detector at the S800 object and

the scintillator at the extended focal plane of the A1900. Transmission of 38Ca from

the S800 object to the 8800 focal plane was approximately 77%.

The component of the fragment beam responsible for each event was identified by

velocity selection using two times of flight. Both time of flight (ToF) measurements

took their start signal from the plastic scintillator in the 8800 focal plane. The RF

ToF was measured relative to a stop signal from the accelerating radio frequency in

the cyclotrons and is therefore subject to uncertainty of the RF pulse width. This

stop signal was downscaled by a factor of two from the RF clock in order to allow

the full range of flight times to be recorded without a break at the RF period. The

object ToF took the solid state diamond detector as its stop signal.

If there were no reaction target in the 8800, the incoming fragments would be

separable by either one of these two ToF measurements, but the velocity change do

to energy loss and reactions in the target will spread the products of all fragments

broadly in velocity, such that no individual ToF signal can separate them; imagine

for example a projection of the data in Figure 3.1 onto either axis. Because the flight-

times both include the full flightpath of the recoil nucleus—from the reaction target
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Figure 3.1: The relationship between the times-of—flight over the two flight paths are

distinct for products of each of the four fragment beam components. The repeated

vertical structure is due to the downscaling of the RF timing signal by a factor of

two. The top and most intense band in each set of four corresponds to 38Ca events,

as labelled. Each band of events corresponds to the same fragment as in the similar

structure at the top of the figure.
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to the S800 focal plane—the ToF values for a product from a particular incoming

fragment will be shifted by the same amount in RF ToF and in Object ToF relative

to the expected flight times of the degraded fragment, so as to lie along a diagonal

line of slope unity in the 2D spectrum through the expected position of the degraded

fragment. The separation of these bands depends on a significant difference between

the ratios Rfrag = TOFobj /ToFRF of the degraded cocktail beam components. This

separation is satisfied for this experiment because of the significant difference in the

length of the two flightpaths.

Take for example, two distinct particle velocities, v1 and v2, over two distinct

flightpaths, ds and dl- The ratio of the two flight times for a given particle (assuming

a constant velocity over the flightpath) does not depend on the velocity of the particle

but rather on the ratio of the lengths of the flightpaths.

__ _ a ll _ l

t” ill tls U1 tls d8
(is

t2l ‘ v2 t23 _ v2 23 as

So for two flightpaths of equal length, particles of all velocities would fall along a

line of slope unity, which would confound any attempt to use the velocity selection

discussed above. In this experiment (1RF x 2.6 x dObj’ and the degraded fragments

in the cocktail beam—not so different from the constant velocity approximation con-

sidered in the above example—fall along a line in the RF ToF vs. Object ToF plot

with a slope roughly equal to this ratio (see Figure 3.2), leaving each band of products

(with slope unity) from a single beam component clearly separated from its neighbors.

Unambiguous recoil particle identification depends on this identification of the

incoming fragment as will be seen in the following section.
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Figure 3.2: The RF ToF plotted against the Object ToF as in Figure 3.1 but in this

case showing only events where the outgoing fragment is the same as the incoming

fragment. The scale is the same on both axes to clearly show the slope in the degraded

fragments due to the different lengths of the RF ToF and Object ToF flight paths.
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3.2.2 Residual Particle Identification

A 180 mg/cm2 polypropylene reaction target was located in the target position of

the S800, approximately 1.7 cm upstream from the pivot point. Numerous reac-

tion channels were populated from each component of the incoming fragment beam,

producing residual nuclei of numerous species on the chart of isotopes between the

incoming fragment and the proton. Many of these are within the acceptance of the

S800 and the sensitivity of the focal plane detectors. They can be identified in a

plot of energy loss vs. ToF. Such a plot separates isotopes by charge and mass, for

a limited acceptance of magnetic rigidity (Bp = p/q). The energy loss separates by

charge, since energy loss scales with the square of the charge while Bp scales linearly

with the charge, and TOP separates by mass-to—charge ratio, since a fixed Bp requires

2) or q/(m’y), where we use the relativistic definition for the momentum p = mvy.

To improve the resolution of the particle identification plot, and thereby increase

the statistics and selectivity of the gated ry-ray spectra, the quantities plotted had

some adjustments applied to remove some of the broadening due to the finite phase

space of the particle beam. Note that the corrections to time of flight were only applied

to the object time of flight and only that used for residual particle identification, not

for the identification of the incoming fragment.

Inverse mapping the 8800 in COSY [32] from information provided by the focal

plane detectors allowed the calculation of the after-target kinetic energy deviation

from the central kinetic energy 6K. The central kinetic energy is that which lies

along the optic axis of the system. This kinetic energy deviation contributes to the

width of the energy loss and object time of flight used in the particle identification, so

linear corrections, tuned especially for 37Ca residuals, were applied to both. Because

only the upper photomultiplier tube was used as the start for the time of flight

measurements, there is also some dependence of the time of flight on the x position

in the S800 focal plane. This correction was not fit or applied separately. Rather it is
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Figure 3.3: Products of incoming 38Ca fragments are shown, plotting energy loss in

the ionization chamber in the 5800 focal plane against the TOP through the S800.

Ca is the most intense product, with Ca located just to its upper left.
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90 degree detectors 37 degree detectors

(toward the cyclotrons) (toward the S800)

 

Figure 3.4: The SeGA detectors were arranged in classic configuration for this ex-

periment with a total of 16 detectors, seven in the forward ring and nine in the 90°

ring. The circle in the center of each diagram is the beam pipe. Just outside the

beam pipe are the cylindrical germanium crystals of SeGA. The larger cylinders near

the edge of each diagram are the liquid N2 dewars. Shown in this diagram is the full

complement of 18 detectors.

assumed to be included in the correction based on 6K, as this quantity is so strongly

correlated with the x position in the focal plane.

The particle angle in the focal plane of the spectrometer, particularly in the dis-

persive plane, influences the length of the flightpath and therefore the time of flight.

So the object time of flight was also adjusted linearly with the particle angle measured

in the focal plane.

3.2.3 'y-ray Detection

The Segmented Germanium Array (SeGA) [31] was placed about the reaction target in

the standard configuration with a ring of detectors at roughly 90 degrees and another,
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more ’forward,’ ring at roughly 37 degrees, both measured relative to the downstream

optic axis. For this experiment we had nine detectors in the 90 degree ring and seven

in the forward ring. Each roughly cylindrical SeGA detector is 32-fold segmented into

four azimuthal sections by eight cylindrical slices. They are each positioned about

the target with their cylindrical axes roughly orthogonal to both a radial vector from

the target and a circle about the beam axis connecting the detectors in a given ring

(see Figure 3.4). In this configuration the angular resolution for Doppler correction

is provided by the eight slices which are separated by roughly 40 mrad.

We define a right-handed coordinate system for these detectors with the positive

2 axis pointing downstream from the target and the positive x axis pointing up (i.e.

opposite gravity). The Doppler correction depends on the angle 6, between the recoil

particle trajectory and the emitted 7-ray, and the velocity of the particle in units of

c, 6 = v/c. This determines the ratio between the energy of the 7-ray in the rest

frame of the recoil nucleus from which it was emitted and the energy observed in the

lab frame by the detectors.

Erecoil = 7Elab(1 -— (3003(9)), (3.1)

where 7 is the relativistic factor

7 = 1M1 - flzl (3.2)

In the analysis of this experiment, cos(0) was calculated directly from the vector dot

product between the position of the slice in SeGA where the 7-ray was detected and

the direction of motion of the outgoing particle—whose direction immediately after

the target was calculated in an inverse mapping of the S800—both taken relative to

the center of the target.

The geometric position resolution for an emitted 7-ray given by the slices is not
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necessarily realized in events of higher multiplicity. A single 7-ray event will often

involve interactions in more than one segment. In such cases the first segment hit

determines the true angle for the Doppler correction. In this experiment, the first

segment hit is assumed to be the segment with the largest energy deposited. This is

true a majority of the time, but not always [33].

3.3 Analysis

The analysis was performed in the object-oriented data analysis framework ROOT [34]

after converting the event files to root TTree files [35]. The advantage of using ROOT

over the standard NSCL analysis code SpecTcl 2.0 was a reduction in the time required

to process the full set of events from over a week to approximately three hours. This

atypically large processing time in SpecTcl is due to the comparatively large number

of events in this experiment whose production fragment is only two neutrons away

from the primary beam. The experimental setup was novel in its use of the diamond

timing detector and so the analysis code from previous experiments of this type was

not usable, instead a new code was written to be run by CINT, the C/C++ interpreter

incorporated into ROOT. This code also abandoned the use of the PROCESS 100p

structure in favor of a more flexible user defined looping over the events [36].

3.3.1 Detector Calibration and Gating

The incoming fragment identification gates, discussed above in Section 3.2.1, were

defined on the raw Object ToF vs. RF ToF spectrum, since no correction was re-

quired to achieve the necessary resolution. Changes in the delay timing used for the

ToF signals from the diamond timing detector at the Object position early in the

experiment require that two sets of gates be defined for fragment identification, one

before and one after the timing shift.
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Position and angle information were needed in the 8800 focal plane to allow in-

verse mapping of the beam particles to the reaction target position. Two cathode

readout drift chambers (CRDCs) provided this information.These detectors are based

on ionization of a gas within the detector volume by the traversing heavy ion parti—

cles. A potential gradient within the detector causes the charge created to drift and

be collected on the pads of the segmented cathode. The distribution of the charge

on the pads determines the position in the dispersive direction (x) and the drift time

determines the y position.

Variations in the collection efliciency and amplification of the pads require the

addition of fitted offset values, called pedestals, to the signal of each pad, so that the

centroid of the deposited charge across several pads in any given event will accurately

represent the position of the particle. The x and y position in each detector were

calibrated, based on the pad centroid and drift time TAC, using specially designed

removable masks built into the 8800 focal plane box for this purpose. Fluctuations

in the properties of the detector over time, primarily in the gas, will change the

calibration, so mask runs for position calibrations were performed every 12 hours for

both CRDCS through the course of the experiment.

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the identification of the residual particle detected

in the 8800 focal plane was done by the standard energy loss verses ToF method.

The energy loss in the ionization chamber in the 8800 focal plane for any particular

recoil isotope has a significant finite width contribution from the energy spread of

the recoils. This contribution can be eliminated using the S800 inverse mapping to

reconstruct the energy deviation, 6k, and making a linear adjustment to the measured

energy loss.This improves the resolution of the particle identification.

Similarly, the Object ToF for a given recoil isotope is broadened both by the

momentum spread and the angular deviation from the optic axis. These are corrected

linearly based on the reconstructed 6]: and the angular deviation in the dispersive
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direction, measured in the focal plane. In this case there are four unique slopes for

each of the two corrections, one for each segment of the diamond timing detector.

The individual recoil nuclei are clearly resolved in the AE—ToF particle identifica-

tion (PID) spectrum—with one PID spectrum from each fragment beam component——

even more so after applying the corrections discussed above. PID gates for the recoil

nuclei of greatest interest were drawn by gating the AE-ToF spectrum on prominent

7—ray lines produced by each nucleus. This method was used for 37Ca (first excited

state), 36K (800 keV line), and 38Ca (2213 keV line). 38Ca is not a focus of this

study, but neighbors 37Ca and 36K and is a possible contaminant of both in the recoil

PID spectrum from incoming 38Ca fragments. A preliminary Doppler correction of

the 7-rays detected in SeGA was used for these 7-ray gated analyses, since the final

determination of the detector positions and recoil velocities were only determined

later based on analyses of particle gated 7-ray spectra. Other PID gates were drawn

manually. As in the case of the fragment identification gates, there were two sets of

PID gates defined, one before and one after the delay change to the Object timing

detector.

The lab frame energy calibration of the 16 SeGA detectors was performed using

226Ra and 152Eu sources as well as room background radiation. A total of 44 cali-

bration lines were used: 23 from a 226Ra source, 11 from a 152Eu source, and 10 from

room background radiation, including the highest energy calibration point at 2614.5

keV. These points were used to produce a bi-linear energy calibration, consisting of

two independent linear calibrations above and below 1050 keV. Higher energy lines

were present, e.g. at 3053.9 keV and 3081.7 keV in 226Ra, but not sufficiently popu-

lated to be used in the calibration. This contributes some uncertainty to the measured

energies above 2600 keV whose energy calibration is therefore an extrapolation.

Comparing source runs at the beginning and end of the experiment revealed a

significant shift in the energy calibration for all of the SeGA detectors, with especially
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large shifts in three detectors. The shift is equivalent to an energy shift of a 3 MeV

7-ray by approximately 14 keV for one detector in the forward ring and between 6

and 7 keV for two detectors in the 900 ring. The remaining detectors have shifts of

between 1.4 keV and 4.3 keV for a 3 MeV 7-ray. Calibration runs taken throughout

the course of the experiment showed that the trend in the calibration coefficients

was largely linear over time (cf. Figure 3.5). These same calibration runs were then

used together with pre—experiment and post-experiment calibration runs to produce

a bi-linear energy calibration that depends linearly on run number. So each of the

four terms in the bi-linear energy calibration of each detector is calculated for each

run from a constant term and a linear term multiplying the run number.

The time of the signal in the unsegmented central contact (CCT) of SeGA is

recorded in the data stream and can be used as an additional selection criterion. The

resolution of the time signal is poor because of the substantial shaping time of the

analog signal, but it can still eliminate some 7-rays accidentally coincident with recoil

particles.

The analysis included 7-ray events of all detector multiplicities. Eliminating events

interacting in only a single segment in a given detector would eliminate a significant

fraction of Compton scattering events, but the use of GEANT simulations for fit-

ting the summed spectra eliminates the need for the improved clarity generated by

multiplicity gating, while allowing the full statistics to be used.

Typically the position of the segments within each of the SeGA detectors has

been determined by a series of physical measurements using a theodolite. In this

experiment however, there are suflicient statistics such that a calibration based on

the detected 7-rays from well-known transitions determines the detector positions

more precisely than the theodolite measurements. As has been done recently by

others [37], the angles of each slice in the detector relative to the downstream beam

axis are determined by fitting the centroids of certain Doppler shifted 7-lines, which
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values (green lines).

keV is plotted by detector for all calibration runs. The final high-energy slope in the

bi-linear energy calibration is calculated for each run based on a linear fit to these

Figure 3.5: The shift in the linear energy calibration slope for energies above % 1050
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are sufficiently populated to be fit with a Gaussian curve for each of eight slices of

each of the 16 SeGA detectors. This does not fully determine the position of the

SeGA detectors in three dimensional space, but with the additional specification of

an azimuthal angle 41 for each detector it does do so relative to the optic axis of the

beam, which is all that is needed for Doppler reconstruction.

The fitting is performed using the TMinuit class of ROOT. The fit includes 19

parameters for SeGA and additional terms for each nucleus and transition used in-

cluding:

16 polar angles 6, one for each detector, measured from the downstream beam

axis;

2 d0 values giving the angle between slices, which is required to be the same for

all detectors in the same ring;

1 d0 fraction for slice A, which defines the fraction of d0 to be applied for the

slice on the endcap, whose effective center is shifted due to the broken cylindrical

symmetry in the detector volume;

1 fl defining the velocity of each fragment/residual combination used; and

1 energy for each 7 line used, since some lines have significant uncertainties

Many known lines were populated in this experiment and were considered for use

when calibrating the detector positions. Useful calibration lines should satisfy several

conditions. They must have a lifetime that is very short compared to the time for the

particle to traverse the target thickness, roughly 6 ps in this experiment. Longer-lived

states, or states fed by transitions from longer-lived states may decay after the target,

which would indicate different angles. The transition must be very well populated

to appear clearly in spectra for individual slices. The transition must be sufficiently
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Table 3.1: In—flight decays used to calibrate SeGA detector positions. Lifetimes

marked with an asterisk are unmeasured, so values have been taken from the analog

state in the mirror nucleus.

 

 

Fragment Recoil E7 Lifetime Binning

(keV) (ps) (keV/chan)

38Ca 37Ca 1613 (17) 0130* 8

38Ca 35Ar 1750.6 (3) 0420* 20

38Ca 34Ar 2090.8 (3) 0.320 (40) 10

3803 318 1248.8 (3) 0.500 (125) 10

37K 35A: 1750.6 (3) 0420* 16

37K 34Ar 2090.8 (3) 0.320 (40) 20
 

isolated so that the fits will not be perturbed. Six lines were used in the final SeGA

position calibration. They are listed in Table 3.1.

Energy calibrated, lab frame 7-ray spectra gated on each fragment/residual com-

bination used in the SeGA position calibration were created and saved. Gaussian fits

to the particular lines of interest in the lab frame were used to produce centroids and

centroid errors for each line in each slice of the full array. The fitting routine used

these lab frame energies by slice and determined the proper location of each slice of

SeGA within the constraints of the framework discussed above.

Two corrections were necessary in the above process. The recoils were not all

centered in the momentum acceptance of the 8800. Consequently, the angular dist-

ribution at the target that would be accepted by the 8800 varied by recoil. None

were precisely on the optic axis, as calculated from an inverse mapping to the 8800

target position from the focal plane detectors. A beam component with an angle off

of the optic axis at the 8800 target used to determine the detector positions would

produce an apparent shift in the detector angles, so the angle used in the Doppler

correction when fitting each detector angle was corrected for the centroid of the an-

gular distribution of each recoil nucleus. This ensures consistency both between the

different recoils used in the position calibration and for the particle-by-particle angle

Corrections that will be used in the final analysis.
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It is also necessary to correct in the detector position fitting for the discrepancy

between the actual energy of an emitted 7-ray and the centroid of a simple Gaus-

sian fit to the photopeak it generates in the Doppler corrected spectrum. This is

because simple Gaussian fitting is used to determine the centroids of the lab frame

lines to fit the detector positions, while fits to response functions from GEANT3 sim—

ulations of SeGA will be used to determine the energy of the states of interest. The

discrepancies—generally on the order of 2 keV—were determined individually and

corrections were applied for each of the lines used in the multi-recoil detector posi-

tion fit. Residuals by detector and slice for the six calibration lines used are shown

in Figure 3.6.

Calculating the inverse map of the 8800 requires the specification of of Ztargeta

the position of the target along the beamline relative to the 8800 pivot, which cannot

result from such a calibration alone. So as a first step, the position of the target

and the beam spot on the target were adjusted iteratively relative to the SeGA

detectors in positions determined by the theodolite measurements to best reproduce

some calibration lines.

The velocity of 37Ca recoils from 38Ca fragments was determined by fitting

GEANT3 simulations to the data for the first excited state decay line. The energy of

the state was varied as a free parameter and the relative position of this transition in

the two rings of SeGA determined the beam velocity. This gives an energy for the first

excited state of 37Ca at 1606.4 keV. The velocity of 36K recoils from 37K fragments

was similarly determined using the previously unmeasured state now determined to

be at 1916.2 keV. This calibration gives the known 1619.0 (2) keV state in agreement

With the published value at 1618.91 keV.
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Figure 3.6: The residuals for each of the six calibration lines (separate plots) are

shown by detector (x—axis) and slice (slightly offset). The topmost Ar isotopes are

recoils from 38Ca fragments and the lower Ar isotopes are recoils from 37K fragments.
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3.3.2 7-7 Coincidences

In addition to the two-particle, one-7 coincidences that form the bulk of the events

in this study, we also consider two-particle, two—7 coincidences. The coincident 7-

rays in these events, together with information from the mirror nucleus, give insight

into the relative placement of the observed transition lines into the excited state

structure of the recoil isotope of interest. In this analysis a 2-dimensional histogram

was constructed, correlated with a particular recoil isotope and a particular incoming

fragment, with events plotted at the intersection of the two coincident 7—ray energies.

Because of the total efficiency of SeGA, on the order of 0.01%, the rate of these higher

multiplicity events will be orders of magnitude lower than single detector events. Since

SeGA is not Compton suppressed, a significant number of Compton scattered photons

will appear in the coincidence matrix. For example, Compton scattered photons from

the first excited state decay of 37Ca can be easily observed in the sample coincidence

matrix (Figure 3.7) as a diagonal structure along a line from (0,1606) to (1606,0).

3.3.3 Deduced Structure and Resonances in 37Ca

The proton separation energy (81;) for 37Ca is 3025 (24) keV [38, 39]. The states

of interest in rp-process burning are those above and within approximately 1 MeV

of 81,, as discussed in Section 2.2.3. Only the ground state and first excited state—

well below Sp at 1613 (17) keV [39]—have been experimentally measured previously.

The 36K(p,7)37Ca reaction rate was previously based on excitation energies taken

directly from the mirror nucleus 37Cl [19]. Our expectations follow similarly, taking

positive parity states’ energies directly from the mirror but reducing the energy of

negative parity states, which have significant Coulomb shifts in nearby nuclei, by

240 keV. This is the average value of the Coulomb shifts observed in negative parity

states between T; = :t1/2 mirror nuclei 37Ar and 37K. The expected properties of

excited states above the proton threshold are listed in Table 3.2 [40]. Spectroscopic
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Figure 3.7: The hybrid 7—7 coincidence matrix from 370a recoils. Only energies from

events in the 90° ring are plotted on the x—axis, thus all events shown include at least

one interaction in the 90° ring of SeGA detectors.
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Table 3.2: The expected energy levels above Sp in 37Ca based on the structure of

37Cl and the average Coulomb shifts observed in A = 37, T; = :I:1/2.

 

 

Ea; E,- Jg 1‘1) 1‘7 07 7- 028

(MeV) (MeV) (eV) (eV) (eV) branch V

3.09 0.07 5/2+ 2.06x10321 2.44x10—2 1.23x10—21 1.0 0.05

3.50 0.48 5/2— 2.09x10‘2 3.13x10“2 7.54x10—3 0.60 0.002

3.63 0.61 3/2+ 5.98x10"3 2.12x10—2 1.87x10‘3 0.78 0.06

3.71 0.69 3/2+ 2.44x10“2 1.46x10“2 3.66x10—3 0.38 0.06

3.77 0.75 9/2- 3.02x10—2 2.86x10—5 2.86x10"5 9.39x10-4 0.002

4.02 1.00 3/2+ 3.29 6.58x10-3 2.63x10—3 1.99x10-3 0.06
 

factors were calculated for the 5/2+ state, which was the only obvious sd—shell state

above the proton threshold, while the other states’ spectroscopic factors and 7-widths

were estimated [40]. The 7/2“ state in 37C] at 3103.5 keV is not shown, since it’s

predicted position'at 2864 keV, based on these assumptions, is well below threshold.

Resonant capture to the 5/2+ state at roughly 3090 keV would be inhibited by low

penetrability. The three succeeding states would be the dominant contributors to the

capture rate at burst temperatures (0.1 GK < T < 1.5 GK).

We infer from the isospin mirror, 37C1, the likely 7-decay branchings of the excited

states of interest [38] and therefore the lines that they will populate in the observed

spectrum. The three 3/2+ states are all expected to have significant branching both

directly to the ground state and through the first excited state. The highest energy

3/2+ state also should have a branch through the 5/2+ state, and the 9/2‘ state is

expected to have significant branching both to the ground state and through the 7/2"

state. The 5/2+ and 5/2‘ states, together with the 7/2" state not shown in Table 3.2,

are all expected to decay almost exclusively directly to the ground state. The small

neutron spectroscopic factors estimated for the negative parity states suggest that

they are unlikely to be observed in this study. The 9/2‘ and 7/2" states are the

only two states in the mirror with lifetimes appreciable by this experiment, at 15 ps

and 23 ps respectively, these lifetimes would produce observable discrepancies in the
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Table 3.3: The energy levels observed in 37Ca in this work. The errors are estimated

as a combination of statistical error, energy calibration shift (and extrapolation for

transitions above 2600 keV) error, and the estimated error due to the Doppler cor—-

rection parameters (detector position and beam velocity determination).

 

 

Ex E. 1;;

(keV) (keV)

1606.4 (1.3) - 1/2+

2939.0 (1.6) - (3/2+,5/2+)

3103.7 (1.6) 106 7/2-

3354 (2 356 (3/2+,5/2—))

3530 (3) 532 (3/2+,5/2-)

3612 (4) 614 (3/2+,5/2—)

3842 (4) 844 3/2+
 

DOppler corrected energy of the line between the forward and 90° rings in SeGA.

The first excited state is observed at 1606.4 keV (see Figure 3.8) consistent with the

previous measurement [39]. The structure above the proton threshold is surprising,

however. The states observed in this experiment are shown in Table 3.3. Here they

will be discussed in order of decreasing clarity of spin and parity assignment.

A strong line at 2230 keV (see Figure 3.9) coincident with the first excited state

decay (see Figure 3.10), together with a peak at 3842 keV, suggest this as one of the

three astrophysically important 3/2+ states, with a strong branch through the first

excited state. This is the only decay to the first excited state strong enough to be

observed clearly in the particle-gated 7-singles spectrum.

The line observed at 3103.7 keV is shifted in energy between the two rings of

SeGA and also has a high energy shoulder in the forward ring spectrum, both of

which indicate an appreciable lifetime, t1/2 greater than a few picoseconds. Based on

the structure of the mirror, the most reasonable assignment for this transition would

be as the 7/2‘ state decay to the ground state. The energy is higher than expected

at roughly the same energy as the mirror state, but the only other state expected

to exhibit such a lifetime, the 9/2‘ state, would have to drop by roughly 900 keV
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from the mirror and is not expected to be observed based on it’s small estimated

spectrOSCOpic factor. ,

The transition observed at 2939 keV is first assumed to be the 5/2+ state because

of it’s location. This would represent a drop of roughly 150 keV from the mirror,

particularly unexpected for this sd—shell state (see Section 4.1.1). The lowest expected

3/2+ state would have to drop by roughly 700 keV. On the contrary, the possible

coincidence with the first excited state just above 1300 keV would seem to imply that

this state may in fact be a dramatically shifted 3/2+ level.

The line at 3354 keV falls in what was expected to be a 490 keV gap in the

spectrum. A possible coincidence with the first excited state observed at roughly

1750 keV suggests that this may be one of the three astrophysically important 3/2+

states. Also, the expected energy levels were calculated without considering that one

of the 3/2+ states results from a 2 particle excitation to the f7/2 shell, which would

be expected to drop in energy toward the drip line (see Section 4.1.1). This level

could also possibly be the 5/2‘, the closest expected state, roughly 400 keV higher

in the mirror, though it is not expected to be so strongly populated.

The two nearby ground state transitions at 3530 keV and 3612 keV may both have

some feeding through the first excited state, based on the structure in the coincident

spectrum just above and below 2000 keV. The coincidences are inconclusive however

and so these two levels are most likely either two 3/2+ states or one 3/2+ and the

5/2-.

3.3.4 Deduced Structure and Resonances in 36K

For 36K, the proton separation energy (SP) is 1666 (8) keV [38]. As before, the

states of interest are those above 8p. Of particular interest are the three states whose

resonant capture contributions are expected to dominate the proton capture rate at

burst temperatures: a 2+ state at 1890 keV, a 3— state at 2270 keV, and a 2+ state
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7—Rays Coincident with37Ca Recoils
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Figure 3.8: 7-rays observed in SeGA in coincidence with 37Ca recoils in the 8800.

The proton separation energy is marked by the green dotted line at 2998.4 (2.0) keV.
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GEANT3 Response Functions Fit to Region of Interest in 370a
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Figure 3.9: The data histogram from the 90° ring in SeGA is shown as points with

errors. The black curve is the fitted sum of GEANT response functions with an ex-

ponential background. Each individual response function is plotted in gray including

the background.
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7-rays Coincident with First Excited State Decay in 37Ca
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Figure 3.10: Shown are the 7-rays coincident with the decay of the first excited state

in 37Ca recoils.

at 2410 keV [41]. The first of these, which is expected to dominate the capture rate

Table 3.4: The expected energy levels above 81, in 36K.

Ex Er 1g rp 1‘7 027 7— 028

(MeV) (MeV) (eV) (eV) (eV) branch V

1.89 0.22 2+ 2.49x10-T 6.76x10—3 1.56x10"7 1.0 0.72

2.27 0.60 3— 1.21x10—l 2.46x10"4 2.3lx10"4 2.2x10"3 0.09

2.41 0.74 2+ 6.79 1.34x10-2 8.39x10‘3 2.0x10—3 0.34

 

 

 

up to approximately 0.6 GK, is the only one expected to decay primarily through the

7 branch, to which this experiment is sensitive. The other two states are predicted to

decay primarily by proton emission with [‘7 < 0.01 x I‘p in both cases. This makes

their observation challenging.

We infer from the isospin mirror, 36C1, the likely gamma branchings of the excited

states of interest [38] and therefore the lines that they will populate in the observed

spectrum. The 1890 keV 2+ state is the only state of these three expected to decay
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7—Rays Coincident withasK Recoils
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Figure 3.11: 7-rays observed in the 90° ring of SeGA in coincidence with 36K recoils

in the 8800 from incoming 37K fragments. The proton separation energy is marked

with the green dashed line.
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Table 3.5: The energy levels observed in 36K in this work. The errors are estimated

as a combination of statistical error, energy calibration shift error, and the estimated

error due to the Doppler correction parameters (detector position and beam velocity

determination). The spin and parity values in parenthesis are inferred based on the

structure of the mirror nucleus 3°C].

 

 

Ex Er .13;

(keV) (keV)

1618.9 (1.4) - 1+

1706(3) 40 (2-)

1916.4(1.4) 250 (2+)
 

primarily to the ground state. The 3‘ state is expected to decay through the first

2‘ state, which is most likely the state observed in the spectrum (Figure 3.11) near

1700 keV. The higher energy 2+ excited state is expected to decay primarily through

the first 1+ state, most likely that observed in the spectrum at 1112 keV.

The error in previous experiments is 20 keV or greater for all of the states of

interest [42]. Two lower energy states below 8,, at 1112.8 (4) keV and 1619.0 (2) keV

are better known [43]. The velocity of the recoils for the sake of Doppler correction is

set by fitting the strong, isolated line just above 1900 keV in both rings of SeGA with

response functions from GEANT3 simulations. Its parent state is expected to have a

short lifetime which is consistent with the peak shape. The two states immediately

above the proton threshold were the focus of this experiment. Measurement of the

energies of the lower states, specifically those with literature values of 1112.8 keV and

800 keV is complicated by lifetime effects.

The fit of GEANT3 response functions to the data histogram is shown in Fig-

ure 3.12. The three lines are fit at 1618.9 (1.4) keV, 1706 (3) keV, and 1916.4 (1.4)

keV respectively. The transition observed at 1706 keV is assumed to be the direct

transition to the ground state of the 1670 (20) keV state identified in [42]. The 1916.4

keV transition is assumed to be the transition to the ground state of the state pre-

viously identified as 1890 (20) keV. These are both above the upper bound of the

uncertainty in the previous measurement. No peak is observed at 560 keV where a
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GEANT3 Response Functions Fit to Region of Interest in 3”K
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Figure 3.12: The data histogram from the 90° ring in SeGA is shown as points

with errors. The black curve is the fitted sum of GEANT response functions with

an exponential background. Each individual response function is plotted in gray

including the background.

transition from 2270 keV to the 1706 keV level would be expected, and the 2410 keV

to 1112 keV transition is not observed. 80 we have no observation of either the 2270

keV state or the 2410 keV state.

3.3.5 Deduced Structure and Resonances in 360a

360a has been the subject of recent interest both for it’s possible influence on rp-

process burning [44] and as a probe of shell structure far from stability. While it

was not the focus of this study, it is populated as an exit channel of incoming 37Ca

fragments and was within the acceptance of the 8800. Approximately 40,000 7-rays

were correlated with 36Ca recoils. The spectrum from the 90° ring is shown in

Figure 3.13. The proton separation energy is 2560 (40) keV [38]. The sole resonance
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7—Rays Coincident withMCa Recoils
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Figure 3.13: 7-rays observed in the 90° ring of SeGA in coincidence with 36Ca recoils

in the 8800 from incoming 38Ca fragments. The proton separation energy is marked

with the green dashed line.

participating in rp-process burning is the first excited state, a 2+ state, which has

been measured at GSI at 3015 (16) keV in [45] and at GANIL at 3036 (11) keV in [46].

There are no other states observed in 36Ca in this experiment, so the velocity

of the recoils for the sake of Doppler correction is set by fitting the only observed

transition in both rings of SeGA with response functions from GEANT3 simulations.

This determination should be accurate since the 2+ state of interest is expected to

have a very short lifetime, t1/2 = 75 fs in the mirror, which is much smaller than

the time necessary to traverse the reaction target. The peak shape in both rings is

also consistent with a short lifetime. The response function fit places the first excited

state at 3045 keV (See Figure 3.14). The statistical error in the fit is approximately

1 keV. The error due to the velocity determination is conservatively estimated to

be 1.7 keV. Combining these with the uncertainty due to the energy calibration and
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GEANT3 Response Function Fit to 3”Ca First Excited State
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Figure 3.14: The data histogram from the 90° ring in SeGA is shown as points with

errors and the fitted curve is the line. A fitted exponential background curve has

been added to the simulated response function.

detector position fit gives a total error of 2.4 keV.
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Chapter 4

Results and Implications

4.1 Level Structure of 37Ca

The levels observed in this study are listed in Table 3.3. The level diagram showing

the levels and transitions observed is shown in Figure 4.1. A graphical comparison to

the mirror states is given in Figure 4.2. The implications of these new values within

the framework of the nuclear shell model, the Isobaric Mass Multiplet Equation, and

in explosive astrophysical burning scenarios will be discussed in the following sections.

4.1.1 sd-shell Calculations

There are currently no shell-model calculations available for 37Ca that include the

full sd- and fp-shell spaces, though recent calculations for nearby nuclei along A = 35

and A = 39 have successfully used the reduced valence space 31/2d3/2f7/2p3/2 [47].

Still, we can gain some insight from sd-shell model calculations. Calculations by B. A.

Brown in the sd-shell suggest that one of the 3/2+ states is a product of population

of the fp-shell. In the single—particle view this could be produced by promoting

two neutrons to the f7/2 shell from the d3/2 shell. The resulting 3/2+ state would

be expected to undergo the same downward shift, when compared to states in the
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Figure 4.1: Excited states and transitions observed in the experiment. Transitions

whose observation is questionable are marked with dashed rather than solid lines.

Spins and parities are not measured, but rather are inferred based on the structure

of the mirror nucleus, with the most tenuous inferences in parenthesis. The proton

separation energy is marked by the dotted line. (Levels are not entirely to scale)

mirror nucleus, due to the shrinking of the major shell gap between d3/2 and f7/2

single particle levels.

4.1.2 Isobaric Multiplet Mass Equation

The isobaric multiplet mass equation (IMME) approximates the coulomb effects to

binding of nuclear states along an isobar. The assumed isospin symmetric nuclear
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Figure 4.2: Measured excited state structure of 37Ca compared with analog states in

the mirror nucleus 37Cl and transitions observed in the experiment. Spins and parities

are not measured, but rather are inferred based on the structure of the mirror. The

most definitive assignments in 37Ca are connected by dotted lines to their analog

states in 37C1. (Levels are not entirely to scale)

potential should be modified by a quadratic function of the isospin projection Tz,

since this is the form of the coulomb potential. Higher order terms in T; have been

observed in some cases, and imply breaking of the isospin symmetry. See [25] for

a review of isobaric quartets in the IMME and their use in testing for symmetry

breaking.

A recent measurement of the mass of 37Ca [48] has allowed the very precise de-

termination of the cubic term (also referred to as ‘d’) of the ground-state quartet,

placing zero outside the 10 error bar. Without this improved mass measurement, the

ground state mass uncertainty would greatly limit the utility of the precision mea-
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Figure 4.3: Sd—shell model calculations for 37C1 show few sd—shell excited states in

the region immediately above Sp except a single 5/2+ and one 3/2+ level.

surements of this work within the IMME framework. For the first excited state in

37Ca, the other three isobaric analog states in the quartet are also all known [38,49].

The previous value for the first excited state in 37Ca put zero just outside the 10

error for the cubic term, with d = 0.0044 (41). The new value of 1606.4 ( 1.3) keV and

the greatly reduced uncertainty have considerably increased the degree of extremity

from zero, with d = 0.0055 (30). The residuals from the quadratic form of the IMME

are shown in Figure 4.4. Currently the uncertainty in the energy of the T7, = +1/2

member of this multiplet, at 10 keV, is the greatest contributor to the error in the

cubic term. More precise measurement of this state would clarify the extent of the

asymmetry.

None of the higher T = 3/2 quartets are known completely as would be required

to fit the cubic term in the IMME. Based on the inferred spin and parity of the 5/2+
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Figure 4.4: The residuals from an analytic determination of the quadratic terms of

the IMME for the first excited state multiplet of A = 37, T = 3/2.

state in 37Ca at 2937.8 keV, a null value for the cubic term in the IMME would lead

us to expect the unknown T2 = +1/2 level in 37Ar at 8046 keV. Neither of the T;

= :I:1/2 members of the quartet including the inferred 7/2’ state in 37Ca at 3103.9

keV have been measured. Taking the linear and quadratic terms from the ground

state quartet—the most precisely determined for A = 37—and further assuming a

zero cubic term, we might expect the T2 = +1/2 level in 37Ar at 8096 keV and the

T2 = -1/2 level in 37K at 8154 keV. Naturally these predictions should be taken with

caution, since neither of the two fully measured quartets for A = 37 is consistent with

a zero cubic term.

4.2 Astrophysical Implications

In 36K the non-observation of the third and fourth excited states above the proton

separation energy leaves the rate somewhat uncertain for higher temperatures, though

the increase in energy of the dominant resonance at lower temperatures will increase

the temperature at which it remains dominant above the previous 0.6 GK. Since this
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reaction rate is important primarily at earlier times and lower temperatures, this is

likely the most important temperature region for which to constrain the reaction rate.

In 37Ca the rate will be strongly enhanced by the considerably lower energy

of the 3/2+ state at 3354 keV. This increases the reaction rate by 2—3 orders of

magnitude for temperatures consistent with burst rise, between 0.2 and 0.4 GK.

The new 36K(p,7)37Ca reaction rate for burst temperatures is shown in Figure 4.5

together with the previously used rate. The dominant resonant capture contributions

are shown individually in Figure 4.6. This increased rate leads to only slight changes

in the shape of the first burst lightcurve produced in the multi-zone burst model

KEPLER as can be seen in Figure 4.8. There is no change at all to the steady state

bursting behavior in this model due to the updated reaction rate.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show only the uncertainty due to the resonance energy, which

includes the experimental uncertainty in the measured excitation energy and the

uncertainty in the proton separation energy of 37Ca determined by mass measure-

ments [48]. There is additional uncertainty due to unknown spectroscopic factors and

the level’s spin and parity. These are somewhat coupled in that the spectroscopic

factor is expected to be less for the 5/2‘ state than that for the 3/2+ states (see Ta-

ble 3.2). This is most important for the dominant resonance at E9; = 3354 keV. The

expected result of a 5/2‘ assignment on the 36K(p,7) rate are shown in Figure 4.7.
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3"K(p,7)37Ca Reaction Rates
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Temperature (109 K)

Figure 4.5: The new calculated reaction rate for 36K(p,7) based on the measurements

in this work [green] over the previously estimated reaction rate [blue]. The uncertainty

of the previous rate was estimated assuming a 100keV uncertainty in the excited state

energies. The uncertainties shown are due to the uncertainty in the resonance energy.
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Dominant Resonances
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Figure 4.6: The new calculated reaction rate for 36K(p,"y) based on the measurements

in this work [green] plotted over the individual contributions to the total reaction rate

due to the dominant resonances. Capture to the state at E9; = 3354 keV [magenta]

(calculated assming J7r = 3/2+) is the greatest contribution at all burst temperatures

Other contributions shown are from Ea,- = 3530 keV [cyan], Ea; = 3612 keV [red], and

Ea; = 3842 keV [blue] (all calculated assuming J"r = 3/2+). The uncertainties shown

by the bands are due to the uncertainty in the resonance energy.
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Figure 4.7: The new calculated reaction rate for 36K(p,')r) based on the measurements

in this work assuming the level at Ea; = 3354 keV has J7r = 3/2+ [green] or J"r =

5/2‘ [blue]. Rates were calculated using the additional structure information given

in Table 3.2. The uncertainties shown by the bands are due to the uncertainty in the

resonance energy.
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Table 4.1: The total recommended 36K(p,7) reaction rate at burst temperatures

based on this work.

 

 

T9 NA < 0” >10ta1

0.100000 1.0813726—14

0.111734 7.0143586—13

0.124845 2.8847886-11

0.139495 7.8910556-10

0.155864 1.4984816-08

0.174153 2.0526268—07

0.194589 2.0990036—06

0.217422 1.6523586-05

0.242935 1.0292948-04

0.271442 5.200478e-04

0.303293 2.1789898-03

0.338883 7.724361e—03

0.378648 2.3589818—02

0.423079 6.3092466—02

0.472725 1.5001126-01

0.528195 3.214360e—01

0.590175 6.2847196—01

0.659427 l.133889€+00

0.736806 1.906737e+00

0.823265 3.014726e+00

0.919869 4.515437e+00

1.027809 6.447323e+00

1.148414 8.821390€+00

1.283172 1.1614598+01

1.433742 1.476618e+01

1.601981 1.81782le+01

1.789962 2. 172093e+01

2.000000 2.524287e+01
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Effects of Updated 3°K(p,y) Reactlon Rate
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Figure 4.8: The effects of the updated 36K(p,7) reaction rate in the multi-zone burst

model. Lightcurves with the updated reaction rates are plotted in blue and the base-

line bursts in green. The first burst lightcurves are the two curves peaking at higher

luminosity and the bands are the 10 confidence intervals for a sequence of six bursts,

modelling steady state bursting behavior. There is no change in the steady state

bursting. The blue band, outlined by dashed curves throughout, is nearly completely

covered by the green band. There is only a slight change in the lightcurve of the first

burst, which is generally regarded as providing a cleaner rp—process, uncomplicated by

the effects of compositional inertia. The dips in the individual lightcurves shown are

the result of the addition of a new discrete surface layer of accreted material, which

results in a temporarily inconsistent temperature profile that is quickly corrected as

the new surface zone adjusts to its surroundings.
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Chapter 5

Study of Burst Sensitivity to (pm)

and (cap) Reaction Rates

5. 1 Introduction

Burst model calculations are the bridge between the theoretical models of Type I

X-ray bursts and observations, as briefly discussed previously in Chapter 2. They

verify our theoretical understanding and explain the variety of bursting behavior as

a function of the properties of the astrophysical system. Currently, models of these

bursts are unconstrained due to the large uncertainties in the nuclear physics input

to the rp— and ap-processes. Nuclear reaction rates, masses, excited state structure

and weak decay properties determine the reaction pathway, energy generation, and

final products of these events. These changes in the rp- and ap-processes result in

observable changes in the X-ray bursts themselves in some cases.

The extent of these uncertainties is such that even those accessible to current

experimental methods may not reasonably be addressed in their entirety. So exper-

imental studies should be focused on the uncertain nuclear physics that result in

the largest uncertainties in the observables. Previous studies looked at the bursts’
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sensitivity to large sets of rates varied all together (e.g. weak rates in the KEPLER

code [16]), multiple individual rate variations (e.g. (pn) rates in [50]), or large sets

of rates each randomly varied simultaneously—known as the Monte Carlo approach

(e.g. [51]).

This study focuses on the influence of individual uncertain (pm) and (a,p) reaction

rates. The rates are first varied individually by a fairly generous constant factor up

and down in the single-zone model of Schatz et a1. [15]. Those rate variations to

which the single-zone model observables show sensitivity were then varied in the

multi-zone burst model, after first determining more realistic uncertainties based on

the individual nucleus in question and the theoretical or experimental uncertainties

present in the current estimate of the reaction rate. This hybrid approach allows both

a comprehensive consideration of the full set of (pry) and (a,p) reactions involved

in the process, by using the faster single-zone burst model, and a more complete

consideration of those rates thought to be important in the fully coupled multi-zone

model KEPLER.

While the single-zone model may not identify all the sensitive reaction rates that

would appear in a comprehensive multi—zone study, it has shown the ability previously

to identify some sensitivities present in the multi-zone model [50] and is a useful

tool for such, until much more computing power is brought to bear to enable a

comprehensive sensitivity study in a multi-zone model. As a further test, additional

single-zone simulations using the reduced, realistic uncertainty used in the multi-

zone model runs have shown rate sensitivities very similar to those observed in the

multi-zone study.

The set of proton capture and (a,p) rates considered includes all those between

the N = Z line and the proton drip line, 1697 rates total. An initial uncertainty of

a factor of 100:t1 was used in the single-zone model for these rates. The Reaclib

v1.0 rate library [52] was used for both the single-zone and the multi-zone codes
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to maximize consistency. Some rates are hard-coded in KEPLER and could not be

updated. The 3a rate is taken from [53], which is within 10% of the updated rate

from [54] for all temperatures important to m-process considerations (T between

0.1 and 2.0 GK). Some transfer reactions, such as (d,t), also are hard-coded, but

should not be important either during or between bursts. So the rate libraries are

functionally consistent.

Reaclib v1.0 is an expanded and updated reaction database based on the earlier

reaclib200 [55], which was previously used in single-zone burst studies [50]. Rea-

clib v1.0 contains numerous updated rates from both theory and experiment when

compared to the proprietary library previously used in KEPLER. New experimen-

tal masses [56] among other things have led to improved theory rates from NON-

SMOKER calculations (to be discussed in [52]), replacing previous rates from Rauscher

and Thielemann [57]. Nuclear structure and reaction experiments have led to updated

reaction rates primarily for A < 40. ,B-decay rates are updated to the latest compi-

lation in [58]. These two libraries, in addition to the currently available rate library,

Reaclib v0.5, are considered briefly as part of the multi—zone study in Section 5.4.

5.2 Realistic error estimates

There has been some disagreement in the literature about the level of uncertainty

that should be used in sensitivity studies of this kind [50,51]. We choose generous

error estimates beyond 10 error for two reasons. First, in many cases errors must

be estimated based purely on the scatter of theoretical results, since there is no

experimental data available to serve as their foundation. While this is understandable

given the paucity of experimental data in many regions of the nuclear chart, it is not

surprising that experiments often find reaction rates to be well beyond these error

bounds, as was shown to be the case in the experimental study discussed in Chapter 3.
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Second, even correct 10 uncertainties underpredict the error roughly one third of the

time and therefore could conceivably miss (in the case of a non-linear dependence

of burst observables on the rate), or at least underestimate (in the case of a linear

dependence of burst observables on the rate), fully one third of rate sensitivities. In

either case, this type 11 error, or false negative, is the one to be chiefly avoided in

sensitivity studies.

The much shorter list of reaction rate uncertainties that alter the observables

substantially in the large—scale first step of the sensitivity study, assuming a large

and uniform reaction rate uncertainty, may much more easily be given the careful

consideration necessary to determine a realistic 2a uncertainty as dictated by the

current knowledge of the individual nucleus. This is why for our two step approach,

0:]:1 about the currently estimatedwe will adopt large error bounds of a factor of 10

rates in the first step in the single-zone model and roughly 20 error for the rates of

interest which are considered in the multi-zone model.

The upper and lower limits for reaction rate changes used in the multi-zone study

depend on the specific case. For rates dominated by resonant capture, the new rates

were calculated based on assumed 20 uncertainties in the resonance energies (200keV

for shell model calculated levels). Calculated values of partial widths, spectroscopic

factors, etc. were used from [19, 21,41] among others. For rates not dominated

by resonant capture, or whose resonance energies are well known, the new rates

were taken as constant factor multiples of the currently estimated rates based on the

assumed rate uncertainty implied by the uncertain mass, spectroscopic factor, etc. as

appropriate.
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5.3 Single-zone simulations

The single-zone model was first “calibrated” to reproduce as closely as possible the

lightcurve and ashes of the multi-zone code. Initial isotopic abundances were taken

from several individual zones in the multi-zone model throughout the burst layer—the

zones in which an initially significant mass fraction of H is almost totally consumed

in the process of the burst—and each was processed in the single-zone model while

varying the initial temperature. The initial pressure was taken with the abundances

from the same zone in the multi-zone hydrodynamics code. The abundances were

taken from the multi—zone code at the time of the peak abundance of 150, which

might be considered the point of m—process breakout. The normalized lightcurve and

final abundances produced by these single-zone burst models were then compared with

those of the multi-zone code and the closest match was used as the initial temperature

and composition for the single-zone sensitivity study. For these comparisons the

single-zone lightcurve was normalized to match the peak luminosity of the multi—zone

curve; hence only the shape of the single-zone lightcurve was considered. The initial

temperature used was 0.386 GK.

The lightcurves produced using varied reaction rates were ranked according to

the degree of change from the baseline Reaclib v1.0 lightcurve. Fairly few of the full

list of rate changes produce large changes in the burst lightcurve. The lightcurves

corresponding to reaction rates with the greatest sensitivity are shown in Figures 5.1

and 5.2. In the case of the (a,p) reactions, the tenth curve in dark green is already

very nearly the same as that of the baseline rate library. The burst ashes (with

isotopes summed by atomic mass) were also ranked according to the degree of change

from the baseline burst. There was found to be a strong correlation between the

sensitivity of the burst ashes and the sensitivity of the lightcurve to the individual

(pfl) reaction rates. The union of these two top 10 lists is shown in Table 5.1. The

list contains only 12 reaction rates because only 2 reactions of the top to which the
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Single-Zone X-Ray Burst Light Curves
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Figure 5.1: The ten most altered burst lightcurves from the single—zone sensitivity

study of (pn) reaction rates are shown together with the baseline lightcurve generated

using the standard Reaclib v1.0 reaction rate database to which they were compared.

ashes were most sensitive were not also in the top ten lightcurve sensitivities.

5.4 Multi-zone simulations

The reaction rate variations to which the single-zone model showed the greatest sen-

sitivity, together with other selected rates of possible interest (e.g. some mentioned

in [51]), are considered in the multi—zone, one-dimensional KEPLER model of Woosley,

Heger, et al. [16]. This model couples the energy generation of a complete, adaptive

nuclear reaction network of over 1300 isotopes to a one—dimensional thermodynamic

simulation of the accretion, subsumption, radiative energy and convective energy and
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Figure 5.2: The ten most altered burst lightcurves from the single—zone sensitivity

study of (a,p) reaction rates are shown together with the baseline lightcurve generated

using the standard Reaclib v1.0 reaction rate database to which they were compared.

mass transport both during and between bursts. This allows all of the consequences

of steady state nuclear burning between bursts and compositional inertia through-

out the surface layers from preceding thermal pulses to be included in long chains of

bursts, with each burst igniting near the base of the hydrogen sea atop the ashes of

the previous bursts and in the presence of the products of steady state burning.

The specific accretion model used for these studies is model ZM from [16]. This is

accretion of solar metallicity material at a rate of 1.75 x10‘9MO per year (roughly

12% of the Eddington mass accretion rate). The neutron star is taken to be 10 km

in radius and 1.4 solar masses. These same astrophysical model parameters were

also used in model A4 in [17], where the resulting lightcurve and recurrence time
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Table 5.1: The proton capture rates to which the single-zone burst model was sensi-

tive, ranked in order of atomic number. The uncertainty used in subsequent multi-

zone model calculations is given as a constant factor. For those marked with an

asterisk, the assumed uncertainty of the resonance energies used to calculate a tem-

perature dependent uncertainty is given.

 

 

Index Reaction Est. Uncertainty

(factor)

1 23Al(p,’y)24Si 200keV*

2 27P(p,’y)28S 200keV*

3 31 Cl(p,7)32Ar 200keV*

4 35K(p,7)36Ca 200keV*

5 39Ca(p,7)40Sc 200keV*

6 4OSC(p,’)’)41Tl 3:1:1

7 56Ni(p,'y)57Cu 200keV*

8 57Cu(p,'y)58Zn 200keV*

9 59Cu(p,’y)60Zn 100$1

10 61Ga(p,7)626'e 33d

11 63Ga(p,’y)6‘l’Ge 33:1

12 65As(p,'y)663e 3i1
 

compared favorably with bursts observed in CS 1826—24, a source discussed in more

detail in [4]. Since this study compares model results to other model results, rather

than to observations, we have not included relativistic corrections due to the deep

gravitational well of the neutron star as were necessary in [17].

The model was first run for a long sequence of bursts using the new Reaclib v1.0

reaction rate database. The 10 confidence interval luminosity band for 24 bursts is

shown in Figure 5.3, compared to similar bands from extended simulations including

23 bursts using the Reaclib v0.5 database and 30 bursts from the proprietary reaction

rate database previously used in KEPLER. These bands are constructed so as to

approximate steady state bursting behavior. To this end the first two bursts are

excluded in all cases to avoid the effects of accretion to a bare 56Ni surface (the

first burst) and the first order compositional inertia from this accretion (the second

burst). The remaining burst lightcurves are aligned with their peak luminosity at
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Table 5.2: (a,p) rates to which the single-zone burst model was sensitive, ranked

in order of atomic number. The uncertainty used in subsequent multi-zone model

calculations is given as a constant factor.

 

Index Reaction Est. Uncertainty

 

(factor)

1 18Ne(a,p) 30351

2 22Mg(a,p) mi1

3 25Si(a,p) mil

4 2681mm) mil

5 29S(a,p) 10:t1

6 3OS(a,p) 10i1

7 34Ar(a,p) 10i1
 

t = 0, and the luminosities are ranked at each point in time. The upper and lower

one sixth of fluence values at each time are removed and the remaining maximum

and minimum luminosities constitute the 10 confidence interval. This method was

chosen, instead of the RMS for example, because it does not depend on any assumed

shape of the distribution of the luminosities, thus eliminating any possible skew due to

extreme outliers. The differences between Reaclib v1.0 and the proprietary KEPLER

rate library were discussed in Section 5.1. Reaclib v0.5 is very similar to Reaclib v1.0

except that the new, unpublished NON-SMOKER reaction rates are not included.

The results of each rate variation are plotted similarly, comparing the lightcurve

confidence intervals from simulations using the upper and lower limits of the rate

uncertainty in each case. Each confidence interval includes four of six lightcurves run

beyond the first two bursts. The first two bursts are excluded when constructing the

confidence intervals, as before, in order to model steady state bursting behavior. Plots

below show the most significant changes in steady state bursting behavior. While it

is not always easy to infer the particular cause of a given rate sensitivity, because of

the complexity of the system, some possibilities will be mentioned briefly for a few

cases.

The considerable sensitivity to the 23Al(p,’y) reaction rate (see Figure 5.4) could
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Kepler Rate Library vs. Reaclib v0.5 and v1.0
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Figure 5.3: Multi—zone burst lightcurve 10 confidence intervals are shown for different

reaction rate libraries: the proprietary rate library of KEPLER [blue], the currently

released Rcaclib v0.5 [green], and soon to be released Reaclib v1.0 [red] which was

used in this sensitivity study.

easily be seen as a consequence of the very low proton separation energy of 23Al,

Sp = 125 (25) keV. This would lead to a very low equilibrium abundance of 23A1 at

the high temperatures present during burst ignition due to photodisintegration. This

strong inverse reaction flow could limit mass transfer through the rp-process, with

the proton capture rate on 23A] critically determining the amount of reaction flow

through this path in the network.

The sensitivity to the 22Mg(oz,p) reaction rate (see Figure 5.9) could be related

to the limited flow through 23Al, since this reaction rate determines the relative flow
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through a branching just below 23Al(p,'y). Increasing the 22Mg(a,p) rate would lead

this (a,p) branch to bypass 23A1 at a reduced temperature and therefore at earlier

times during burst rise. So it is surprising that the upper limit rate for 22Mg(a,p)

results in a reduced luminosity after the burst peak. This may be the result of

compositional inertia. The extended tail generated by the upper limit rate may be

explained by an increased proton-to—seed ratio resulting from the earlier use of a

bridging (a,p) reaction.

The 59Cu(p,'y) rate (see Figure 5.6) likely affects the proportion of reaction flow

through a previously identified reaction cycle [19], similar in operation to the CNO

cycle, with this proton capture competing with the (p,d) reaction that closes the cycle.

Reaction cycling is also a possible explanation for the sensitivity to the 61Ga(p,'y)

reaction rate, which may also be in competition with a significant (p,a) branch.
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Effects of 23111mm Rate Uncertainty
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Figure 5.4: Multi—zone burst lightcurve 10‘ confidence intervals are shown for an upper

limit [green] and lower limit [red] 23Al(p,'y) rate.
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Effects of 35K(p;y) Rate Uncertainty
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Figure 5.5: Multi—zone burst lightcurve 10 confidence intervals are shown for an upper

limit [green] and lower limit [red] 35K(p,*y) rate.
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Effects of 59Cu(p,y) Rate Uncertainty
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Figure 5.6: Multi-zone burst lightcurve 10 confidence intervals are shown for an upper

limit [green] and lower limit [red] 59Cu(p,y) rate.
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Effects of "Ga(p,y) Rate Uncertainty
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Figure 5.7: Multi—zone burst lightcurve 10 confidence intervals are shown for an upper

limit [green] and lower limit [red] 61Ga(p,7) rate.
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Effects of 1"Ne(oz,p) Rate Uncertainty
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Figure 5.8: Multi—zone burst lightcurve 10 confidence intervals are shown for an upper

limit [green] and lower limit [red] 18Ne(oz,p) rate.
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Effects of 22Nig(oi,p) Rate Uncertainty
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Figure 5.9: Multi—zone burst lightcurve 10 confidence intervals are shown for an upper

limit [green] and lower limit [red] 22Mg(a,p) rate.
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Effects of 30S(oi,p) Rate Uncertainty
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Figure 5.10: Multi-zone burst lightcurve 10 confidence intervals are shown for an

upper limit [green] and lower limit [red] 30S(o.r,p) rate.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Outlook

6. 1 Summary

We have completed an experimental study to measure excited states in two isotopes

along the rp-process path, 37Ca and 36K. The measured excited state energies for

levels above the proton threshold were the dominant uncertainty in the resonant cap-

ture dominated reaction rates 36K(p,’y) and 35Ar(p,'y). The former was shown to

be an important reaction and possible waiting point in previous X—ray burst model

studies, largely because of its position relative to 36K, which is vulnerable to pho-

todisintegration at burst temperatures because of its fairly low proton separation

energy. Simulations in the KEPLER X-ray burst code show that the burst lightcurve

is not sensitive to this reaction rate in a steady-state bursting scenario in the specific

accretion model used, and the model shows only slight sensitivity to the 36K(p,’7)

reaction rate for bursts at the onset of bursting behavior.

A study of the sensitivity of Type I X—ray burst’s lightcurves to a comprehensive

set of (pa) and (a,p) reaction rates for a specific accretion model has been completed.

The study used a specifically calibrated single-zone burst code for a broad search with

a liberal assumption of reaction rate uncertainties followed by individual simulations
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in a multi—zone code for reaction rates identified as important in the single-zone study.

Uncertainties for the multi—zone simulations were specifically estimated based on the

current state of knowledge of the particular reaction rate. Several important reaction

rates have been identified for which experimental effort is needed to reduce the rate

uncertainty and constrain the model lightcurve.

6.2 Conclusions

The dramatically different 36K(p,'y)37Ca reaction rate, roughly a factor of 104 higher

than the previously estimated value, results in only slight changes to the first burst

lightcurve in the M2 model of the KEPLER code. The fact that the increased rate

does not significantly change the median lightcurve in this model simulated in a

steady state bursting scenario (see Figure 4.8) serves to emphasize both the effects of

compositional inertia in the burst lightcurve and the importance of sensitivity studies,

since it clearly cannot be assumed that experimental effort is justified merely by the

magnitude of uncertainty in a particular reaction rate along the rp-process path.

Further analysis will reveal if the rate has any affect on the ashes produced, though

generally large changes in the ashes are strongly correlated with changed lightcurves.

The relatively small set of critical rate uncertainties identified in the sensitivity

study gives some hope that the goal of eliminating the dominant nuclear physics

uncertainties in the X-ray burst rp-process is within reach. Although similar consid-

eration of other bursting scenarios and other nuclear physics inputs is necessary to

determine the full set of critical nuclear physics uncertainties.

Whether the rp-process is a significant means of galactic nucleosynthesis is a ques-

tion still unanswered. The p-process of photodisintegration, together with the rapid

and slow neutron capture processes, may be suflicient to account for the “p—process”

nuclear abundances observed, and it is at least widely thought to be unlikely that
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large amounts of material are ever able to escape the gravitational well of the neutron

star, though some suggest photospheric radius expansion bursts may eject some ma—

terial. The ashes of rp-process burning are more likely slowly incorporated into the

neutron star crust. However, as noted by Schatz et al. in [15], overproduction of cer-

tain p—nuclei by the rp—process together with predicted insufficient production of these

same isotopes in the p—process suggest the possibility that material from rp—process

nucleosynthesis in Type I X-ray bursts is somehow contributing to galactic isotopic

abundances. Naturally, if this is possible, the contribution from rp—nucleosynthesis

would not be limited only to these isotopes; the contribution from overproduction of

other species would also have to be studied, some of which may lead to further in-

consistencies. Even if there is no contribution from rp—process nucleosynthesis to the

observed abundance distribution, this does little to detract from the value of explor-

ing such systems. In either case they serve as a means of testing our understanding

of nuclear structure as well as nuclear and thermodynamic processes at extreme tem-

peratures and densities.

6.3 Outlook

Reducing the (pry) and (a,p) reaction rate uncertainties identified in Chapter 5 as the

dominant reaction rate based uncertainties in the ZM model of KEPLER should be

made a top priority of experimental work. New facilities recently completed in Japan

and proposed in the US and Europe will greatly improve access to the proton-rich

isotopes to be studied, and advanced ’y-ray tracking arrays will improve the resolution

of in-flight methods, such as that used in the experiment discussed in this work. Such

methods are often required given the short lifetime of the isotopes to be studied.

In this same direction, a more complete effort is needed to calibrate our best burst

models to the full range of burst behavior, including a range of accreted abundances,
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accretion rates, surface gravities, etc. Sensitivity studies should be extended to in-

clude at least some representative cross section of the full range of observed bursts.

Only a single physical model was considered here. Other physical model parameters

would be expected to result in a different reaction flow and show new sensitivities to

nuclear reaction rates.

The calibrated single-zone code has proved successful at identifying reaction rate

sensitivities present in the multi-zone KEPLER model. The two step method could be

expanded to include higher-order sensitivities, that is a sensitivity to a simultaneous

variation of multiple rates within their uncertainties that is not present in an individ-

ual rate study. Other nuclear physics quantities must be considered in the same way:

atomic masses, beta decay rates, Sfactors, spectroscopic factors, etc. If resources

become available, an expanded sensitivity study in the multi—zone code may reveal

other important nuclear data needs not identified in the single—zone study.

The sensitivity study should not be viewed as the end, since it is only the first

step. Once the burst models are better constrained there is much progress to be made

in our understanding of the process itself. How does compositional inertia influence

the burst ignition, energy generation, and nucleosynthesis? What is the composition

of the final ashes that are incorporated into the NS crust after repeated burning due

to thermal pulses from superstitial bursts? So in the study of Type I X-ray bursts

there is both much promise of substantial progress in the near future and much work

yet to be done.
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